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Bach’s Passion Recitative:
Theology, Accidental Placement, and Anti-Semitism Applied to Performance
Blake Beckemeyer
Recitative is a genre that is neglected in research. It is a vessel for sung text that is
unsettled harmonically, bridging one orchestral number to the next. Therefore, there are
no large-scale formal structures that guide its composition, leaving little room for
traditional musical analysis. Particularly in Bach recitative, scholars state their objections
to analyzing it in favor of analyzing aria, chorale, and chorus that surround the
recitatives.
Even the unquestionable musical interrelationships that indicate a strikingly
intricate level of allegorical thinking on Bach’s part . . . do not involve extending
the musical allegory to interconnections between recitative passages. Recitative is
traditionally free and unmotivic, reflecting the momentary, passing words; its
formulaic nature practically forbids the idea of large-scale referential content.1
Yet, recitative is a subject worth pursuing textually and harmonically. As recitative serves
the function between structured numbers, there are obvious questions to how Johann
Sebastian Bach achieves the transition, and subsequent information to be gleaned in the
overall interpretation of the work based on the composition of the recitatives.
The role of the Evangelist in J. S. Bach’s Passions, the Johannes-Passion, BWV
245, and the Matthäus-Passion, BWV 244, represents a void in the scholarly literature in
explaining compositional process. Friedrich Smend’s work in the early twentieth century
provides potential meaning to key structure. Later in the twentieth century, Eric Chafe,
Michael Marrissen, and Alfred Dürr reveal a path for explaining how Smend’s key
structure is achieved. Chafe believes the Johannes-Passion is divided into nine sections,
1

Eric Chafe, Tonal Allegory in the Vocal Music of J. S. Bach (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1991), 330.

assigned natural, sharp, or flat based on the key signature, with “modulatory” recitatives
bridging the large sections together. Using Chafe’s theory of tonal allegory, a coherent
tonal plan emerges that directs how and when Bach moves from key area to key area.
Following a brief background on Johann Sebastian Bach as a composer, teacher,
and performer, this paper reviews the three most important texts written on tonal allegory
to this point. The review of these books prompts theological discussion of John’s and
Matthew’s gospels, producing a framework for musical analysis. Then, a methodology is
presented that comments on specific departures from Chafe that this paper takes. The
paper subsequently analyzes the recitatives from both passions. The first looks at the antiSemitic charges against Bach of blaming Jews for Jesus’ death in the strict lens of the
tonal allegory methodology. The second is to provide a guide for performers and
conductors with an interpretive framework to make choices in the recitatives for modern
performance. The analysis of the Johannes-Passion is straightforward in its application of
tonal allegory, as compared to a complex understanding of the Matthäus-Passion. The
Johannes-Passion reveals Bach testing tonal allegory without significant added
complication. This paper presents an original framework for the Matthäus-Passion that
leads to detailed analysis for the secco recitatives in both works because the recitatives
are not as volatile as they appear.
Considering the role of tonal allegory in these passions with a narrow scope and a
detailed approach provides an opportunity to address the question of anti-Semitism in
Bach’s compositions. Because Bach made textual changes to mitigate the problematic
Jew-blaming in John’s text many scholars decide not to engage with the topic at large.

2

Mark Peter’s review of Eric Chafe’s book on John’s theology is thoroughly concerned
with the omission.
But the most significant challenge is Chafe’s decision not to address issues of
anti-Judaism in relation to the St. John Passion, despite the clearly anti-Judaic
sentiments prevalent in the sources on the Gospel of John that form the core of the
historical theology under discussion in the book. Chafe’s decision was intentional,
and he addresses it in the Introduction (pp. 19-21). However, he does not do much
here beyond defining the distinction between “the historical (anti-Judaism) and
the contemporary (anti-Semitism)” and explaining his reasoning for not
addressing the topic in a book focused on Johannine theology.2
Instead, scholars should look toward the Matthäus-Passion for Bach’s anti-Jew leanings.
The symmetry of the work emphasizes the conviction of Jesus by the High Priest as
opposed to his conviction by Pilate, and further research based on this methodology could
expose Bach for his anti-Semitic views as many have suspected for many years.
Background
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750) spent his life as an organist and director in
various posts around Thüringia, concentrating almost all of his compositional output on
sacred music. At Cöthen (1717–1723), Bach was exposed as a court musician to
accomplished instrumentalists and produced the Brandenburg Concertos, BWV 1046–
1051. When he arrived in Leipzig around Good Friday in 1723, Bach was an
accomplished vocal composer and orchestral composer. Until his death in 1750, J.S. Bach
was Cantor in Leipzig at the St. Thomas School. Here Bach wrote many of his most
famous works, including the Cantata cycles. These works include the focus of this paper,
the Johannes-Passion, BWV 245, and the Matthäus-Passion, BWV 244, and also the

2

Mark A. Peters, review of J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology: The St. John
Passion and the Cantatas for Spring 1725, Bach 45, no. 2 (2005): 104.

3

Mass in B minor, BWV 232, the Die Kunst der Fuge, BWV 1080, and Das Musikalisches
Opfer, BWV 1079.
As a vocal composer, Bach wrote hundreds of cantatas, most of them written in
Leipzig. The Leipzig cantatas were organized into a series of yearly cycles. The cantatas
were performed by the premier St. Thomas choir, conducted by Bach. The second choir
staffed the other church and performed unaccompanied. The remaining two churches
were staffed with the less experienced, and, for example, the lowest choir which
performed at St. Paul’s only performed chorales and sang hymns.3 The second cycle was
centered around chorales in which the Johannes-Passion was adapted in its second
performance. Bach also composed multiple masses, five passions, and a slew of motets
and chorales.
Bach’s Music for the Passion of Christ
The passion narrative details Jesus’ life from the Last Supper to the Crucifixion
and burial. Lutherans observed the Passion on Good Friday by a three-hour service
representing Jesus’ three hours on the cross. Before Bach arrived in 1722 or 1723 the
Leipzig churches performed the outdated chant setting of the passion. Comparatively, in
other cities, a choral-orchestral passion with vocal soloists became the norm for Passion
services. The change enabled his composition of the Johannes-, Matthäus- and MarkusPassion because Bach would not have composed the passions if there were no immediate
local opportunities to premiere them.4

3

Christoph Wolff, Johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned Musician (New York:
Norton, 2013), 251–252.
4

Christoph Wolff, “Johann Sebastian Bach,” Grove Music Online, edited by
Deane Root, accessed 28 February, 2018, oxfordmusiconline.com.

4

There are two extant Bach passions in the style of the oratorio Passion.5 The two
passions last between two hours fifteen minutes and two hours forty-five minutes to leave
space for the sermon which occurred between the two halves.6 The Johannes-Passion is
shorter in length and smaller in scope than the Matthäus-Passion. The Johannes-Passion
calls for soloists, four-part choir, basso continuo, strings, and obbligato instruments
including pairs of flutes, oboes, and oboes da caccia. It also uses antiquated instruments
designed to express more delicate affekts—lutes, the viola d’amore and the viola da
gamba7. After the first performance in 1724, the work underwent multiple revisions.
Bach tried rewriting the chorales to suit a chorale cycle. He also swapped arias revisions.
Late in his life, Bach undertook a final revisionary process similar to the MatthäusPassion but broke off after No. 10, and in subsequent performances of the work did not

5

Christoph Wolff in Johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned Musician (153) notes
that in Bach’s contracts with the cities and churches, the amount of time that Bach was
allotted for cantatas was always compared to the time given to the preacher for the
sermon. Thus, Bach was closer to a theological figure in the community and in contract
rather than a staff member at the service of the rector. In the passions Bach’s tonal
allegory is an expression of his personal theological views rather than a reflection of the
Leipzig theological culture and belief system.
A word about passion genres. Bach composed in the style of the oratorio Passion
as one of four competing passion genres at the time of the early-seventeenth century. One
was the antiquated style without instruments of which there were few new compositions
in Bach’s time. The second was the oratorio Passion, which adhered closely to biblical
text—Evangelist recitatives were literal settings of Luther’s biblical text—with
meditative additions predominantly in the form of aria and chorale. The third was the
passion Oratorio, which used fully-composed text that almost operatically set the passion
narrative. The final is a passion meditation without a direct setting of the text.
6

In fact, the heading for Chorale No. 15 in the Johannes-Passion says “Parte
seconda: Nach der Perdigt,” or “Second part: After the sermon.” In Johann Sebastian
Bach, Johannes-Passion, BWV 245, (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1981), 51.
7

Wolff, The Learned Musician, 292.

5

use his clean, revised score.8 In 1749, Bach wrote out parts to add an additional desk of
violin I, viola, continuo, and harpsichord, likely to support a final Johannes-Passion with
increased funding and expanded orchestral forces.9 Below shows a table of Christoph
Wolff’s most likely scenario for passion performances in Leipzig while Bach was cantor,
including performances of revisions.
Figure 1: Calendar of Bach’s Passion Performances While He was Cantor in Leipzig.
Bolded works represent premieres of versions of the Johannes- and Matthäus-Passion.10
Year
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732
1736
1739
1742
1745
1747
1748
1749
Before
1750
Before
1750

Venue
Nicolaikirche (N)
Thomaskirche (T)
N
T
N
T
N
T
N
T
N
T
? concert hall
? concert hall
N

Work
Johannes-Passion, v.1, BWV 245
Johannes-Passion, v.2
Mark (Brauns)
Matthäus-Passion, v.1, BWV 244
? Johannes-Passion, v.3
Matthäus-Passion, v.1
Luke (anon)
Markus-Passion, BWV 247
? Johannes-Passion, v.3
Matthäus-Passion, v.2
? Brockes Passion (Telemann)
? Matthäus-Passion, v.2
Luke (anon)
Brockes Passion (Handel)
Passion pasticcio (Keiser, Handel)
Johannes-Passion, v.4
Passion oratorio (Graun)
Passion pasticcio
(Graun/Telemann/Bach/Kuhnau/Altnickol)

8

Alfred Dürr, Johann Sebastian Bach’s St John Passion: Genesis, Transmission,
and Meaning, trans. Alfred Clayton (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 10–11.
9

Dürr, Johann Sebastian Bach’s St John Passion: Genesis, Transmission, and
Meaning, 9.
10

Wolff, The Learned Musician, 295.

6

In contrast, the Matthäus-Passion features more obbligato instruments, more
formal structures and more music than the Johannes-Passion. Bach almost doubles the
forces by requiring two choirs and two orchestras.11 Bach intended an antiphonal listening
experience by having the choruses separated with the ripieno soprani standing between
the two.12 In the music itself, the introduction of numerous ariosos and accompagnato
recitatives adds variety of structure almost wholly absent in the Johannes-Passion. The
result is a more complicated analysis.
Libretti—Origins and Problems
Bach uses John and Matthew’s theology as a compositional foundation. John’s
gospel, as not one of the synoptic gospels, views Jesus’ Passion as the moment which is
able to rejoin the Father in Heaven, as opposed to the redemptive qualities that are central
to the synoptic gospels.13 “Most [scholars] consider John not to contain any parables.
Rather it contains metaphorical stories or allegories.”14 Related to Bach’s composition,
the Johannes-Passion arias and chorales are more reflective than the dramatic
Matthäus-Passion arias. In another level of comparison, the opening chorus mirrors the

11

Both orchestras include flutes, oboes (sometimes oboe da caccia or oboe
d’amore), two violins, a viola, and a viola da gamba. The continuo organ is shared by
both orchestras, and recorders are only used in Orchestra I.
This is the generally accepted layout in modern performance and as well would
have likely been Bach’s chosen layout. Thus, there would have been an aural difference
between the two orchestras based on the direction the players were facing. In Helmuth
Rilling, Johann Sebastian Bach St. Matthew Passion: Introduction and Instructions for
Study, trans. Kenneth Nafziger (Frankfurt: C. F. Peters, 1976), 8.
12

13

Eric Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology: The St. John Passion and the
Cantatas for Spring 1725 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 113–115.
14

William Barry, “Parables,” in Catholic Encyclopedia, ed. Charles Herbermann
(New York: Roberton Appleton, 1911), 11.

7

opening of John’s gospel. The opening of the gospel functions as a prologue to the main
narrative itself. In the same way, Bach begins his setting with a meditative chorus, “Herr,
unser Herr/Lord, Our Lord,” that proclaims Jesus’ Messianic qualities even before
prophesies are fulfilled in the main narrative.
In contrast, Matthew’s gospel is a conversation message for the Jewish people.
His gospel concentrates on Jesus’ fulfillment of the Messianic prophesies as opposed to
John, who, does not include the Baptism. Matthew is didactic in his composition,
frequently citing Jewish scripture and Jesus’ adherence to Jewish tradition as the church
was becoming predominantly Gentile.15 For example, Matthew details Jesus’ genealogy
because the Messiah was prophesized to come from the House of David.
The libretto for the Matthew setting encourages more complication in Bach’s
realization. The libretto was composed by Christian Friedrich Henrici, or “Picander”
(1700–1764). He wrote the meditative aria and chorus texts and helped select the chorale
texts and placement of the biblical texts. By Picander assembling the text, Bach devoted
his energy to the composition of the work rather than compiling a disjointed libretto from
numerous sources like with the Johannes-Passion. Bach learned from his mistake
compiling the libretto for John, allowing more space for composition.
Bach preserves the atmosphere of John’s gospel in a work that focuses on
metaphor. Thus, Bach’s attention to the gospels is reminiscent of a sermon rather than a
musical work divorced from theology. Matthew’s libretto enabled Bach to allot his time
to complication, expansion of genre, and a greater scope of instruments and singers.
15

William David Davies and Dale C. Allison, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Gospel According to Saint Matthew (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1988), 722.

8

The Theory of Tonal Allegory: Conception and Critique
Friedrich Smend began the exploration of compositional process in Bach Passions
through his series of books on the work in the 1920s. Smend proposes symmetric
governing ideas like the Herzstück—a central section—and in the turbae—crowd—
choruses. In the 1980s, Eric Chafe published a series of articles on tonal organization in
the passions. 16 In 1988 Alfred Dürr’s Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. John Passion: Genesis,
Transmission, and Meaning responds by critiquing Chafe’s three-part libretto division,
instead favoring Martin Petzoldt’s five-part division. Recently, Chafe published a second
book on the Johannes-Passion that contextualizes the work using the theology of John’s
gospel where he introduces the concept of ambitus, a Bach-era cyclical compositional
theory that focuses on a key’s sharpness or flatness.
In Chafe’s first book, Tonal Allegory in the Vocal Music of J. S. Bach, (1991) he
distills his thinking that developed over the 1980s. Based on Friedrich Smend’s analysis,
Chafe theorizes that Bach composed his music with attention to the progression of keys
in vocal music and crafted the key structure to signify theological meaning.
Chafe begins by presenting the theology behind John’s gospel.
The text of the St. John Passion is clearly concerned with immediate opposition
contrasting the suffering of Christ with the ultimate benefit for man . . . rather
than the stage-by-stage progression of man’s inner development that is more
characteristic of the St. Matthew Passion.17
John is concerned that Jesus is not only the Messiah, but God Himself, frequently
referencing Luther’s refrain, “He who has seen me has seen the Father.”18 Chafe thinks
16

Chafe, Tonal Allegory, 307–335.

17

Chafe, Tonal Allegory, 278.

18

Chafe, Tonal Allegory, 283.
9

John sees the Crucifixion as an accomplishment, thus the aria, “Es ist vollbracht/It is
finished.”19 This extends into Chafe’s supposition of how tonal allegory works in the
Johannes-Passion.
The principal of sharp/flat antithesis allowed Bach to allegorize the ideas of
John’s theology in the structure of the Passion as a whole. In general, when we
examine the roles assigned to the flats and sharps respectively, we find that they
bear a striking association to the Johannine worlds of below and above, or the
realms of flesh (flats) and spirit (sharps).20
This allegorical representation of sharps and flats guides the analysis of the recitatives.
Chafe divides the work into three parts: arrest and interrogation; trial; and
crucifixion, death, and burial.21 Chafe spends little time in his first book discussing how
the modulations occur rather concentrating on symmetry.22 As in Figure 2, Chafe sees
numerous layers of complication, which he extends in J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology:
The St. John Passion and the Cantatas for Spring 1725.

19

Chafe, Tonal Allegory, 284.

20

Chafe, Tonal Allegory, 325.

21

Chafe, Tonal Allegory, 307.

22

Chafe, Tonal Allegory, 308.
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Figure 2: Eric Chafe’s Diagram Summarizing Key Areas in the Johannes-Passion. The
table was in both of Chafe’s books.23

23

Chafe, Tonal Allegory, 308.

11

Chafe believes two symmetries primarily guide the composition. The first
symmetry is the sequencing of tonal areas, nine in all. This analysis instead suggests
seven sections instead of nine, where each of the two natural sections is divided between
the surrounding sections. Chafe himself cites the importance of the number seven in
John’s gospel, the number of divisions is equally symbolic.24 The second symmetry is the
turbae choruses. Figure 3 below is a reproduction from Eric Chafe’s book that
demonstrates the symmetry that Chafe sees. It is problematic in many ways, enumerated
in depth by Alfred Dürr, particularly that the symmetry is unclear and significantly
obscured when compared with the obvious symmetric architectural features of a Baroque
cathedral.25 In his second book, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology: The St. John Passion
and the Cantatas for Spring 1725, (2014) Chafe argues that even during the turbae
choruses, there may be many more symmetries.26

24

Brown, The Gospel of John I–XII, pp. cxlii, 429–30, quoted in Chafe, Tonal
Allegory, 309.
25

Dürr, Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. John Passion: Genesis, Transmission, and
Meaning, 124–127.
26

Eric Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 181–229.

12

Figure 3: Symmetry in Johannes-Passion turbae choruses.27

27

Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 168.
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Chafe also analyzes the Matthäus-Passion applying the same principles of tonal
allegory. Sharps represent the sweet suffering that brings redemption, and flats are the
sins that reveal the imperfection of humanity. In his analysis he instead suggests where
the modulations should be placed in prose. In his discussion, the reader loses the clarity
that aided in understanding the less-complex structure of the Johannes-Passion. In 1988,
Alfred Dürr responded to Chafe in Johann Sebastian Bach’s St John Passion: Genesis,
Transmission, and Meaning. The third section, “Meaning,” acts as a rebuke of Chafe’s
argument of tonal allegory in the Johannes-Passion. First, Chafe’s divisions do not
correspond to any known libretto tradition. The second prong of his argument is given
Bach’s active performance and compositional schedule in Leipzig, he did not have
enough time to create a complex tonal plan.28
Dürr’s asserts Chafe’s suggested division of the work does not match any
contemporary or historical divisions of the Passion. Dürr presents Martin Petzoldt’s
argument of five actus, or scenes ending with a chorale, suggesting each division is its
own closed cantata. 29 Bach respects these divisions (Figure 4).

28

Dürr, Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. John Passion: Genesis, Transmission, and
Meaning, 95–107. See Appendix A: Bach’s Time and Care in Composing for full
argument.
29

Dürr, Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. John Passion: Genesis, Transmission, and
Meaning, 50. Based on Martin Petzoldt, Johann Sebastian Bach, Matthäus-Passion
(Schriftenreihe der Internationalen Bachakademie Stuttgart, ii; Kassel:Bärenreiter, 1990),
50–75, and Johann Sebastian Bach, Johannes-Passion (Schriftenreihe der Internationalen
Bachakademie Stuttgart, v; Kassel:Bärenreiter, 1993), 44–61.

14

Figure 4: Martin Petzoldt Libretto Divisions in Johannes-Passion and MatthäusPassion.30
Actus (English)
Last Supper
Hortus (Garden)
Pontifices (Priests)
Pilatus (Pilate)
Crux (Cross)
Sepulchrum (Sepulchre)

Johannes-Passion Nos.
2–5
6–14
16–26
27–37
38–40

Matthäus-Passion Nos.
1–17
18–29
30–40
41–54
55–62
63–68

Figure 4 shows notably different divisions than Chafe’s diagram (Figure 3).
Chafe’s tonal divisions occur in the middle of the priest scene, at the close of the priest
scene (also the end of Part I), at the beginning of the scene with Pilate, two of them
toward the end of the scene with Pilate, two of them at the beginning of Crux, and the last
one toward the end of the Crux actus. Chafe’s libretto divisions in no case compare to
Petzoldt, except at the break between parts. Considering the Matthäus-Passion
demonstrates the same cantata style as in the Johannes-Passion. Each of the divisions,
including the Last Supper, ends with a chorale. Chorales closing scenes was seemingly a
practice of the time, one that Bach respected without extended fuss. The beginning of
each actus is not marked with compositional changes such as a shifts in instrumentation
or key area. Chafe argues that Bach did not use the actus divisions as a controlling idea,
moreover because the actus divisions do not account for the other chorale placements
throughout the work.31 Yet, Bach uses them to determine genre.

30

Dürr, Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. John Passion: Genesis, Transmission, and
Meaning, 50–52.
31

Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 136.

15

In 2011, Chafe responds using sermons by August Hermann Francke (1663–
1727), John’s theology, and contemporary music theory thought32 Although there is no
evidence that Bach owned the Francke sermons in his library, Chafe finds similarities
between Franke’s sermon divisions and Bach’s tonal area boundaries.33 Below, Figure 5
compares Franke’s sermons with the Johannes-Passion. The table below contradicts
Chafe’s assertion. Yet, Chafe’s presentation of the Christus Victor theory better aligns
with the Johannes-Passion. The Christus Victor theory considers the gospel of John as a
single trial, culminating in the Passion. Christus Victor was used conceptually rather than
obviously.
Figure 5: August Hermann Francke Sermons on John Passion.34
Lecture. John Verses
1 18:1–14
2 18:15–27
3 18:28–32
4 18:33–40

5
6
7
8
9

19:1–5
19:6–16
19:17–22
19:23–27
19:28–37

10 19:38–42

Description
capture, taken to Annas
Caiphas, Peter’s denial
Brought to Pilate
Presented with Barrabas to
people
Scourged, thorns
Rejected by Jews, sentenced
Crucifixion
Clothes divided, Lots cast
Given vinegar, side opened
with spear
Burial

Passion No.
1–10
10–16a
16a–18b
18c
18c–21e
21f–23g
23g–27a
27a–29
29–36
36–40

Chafe also connects ambitus, presented by Johann David Heinichen, as an
explanatory theory for how tonal allegory is presented in the Johannes-Passion.35

32

Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 232.

33

Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 34.

34

Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 166.
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Ambitus means literally “orbit.” The way that Chafe explains it involves placing the keys
in a clockwise manner, with the major key appearing before its relative minor and then
using the resulting circle as a compositional governor. Such a circle is reproduced from
Chafe below. Composers will then use portions of the circle as a compositional structure
and use the depth of the flats (the number of accidentals in the key) as a further
compositional technique.
Figure 6: Johann David Heinichen Foundation for Ambitus. From Neu erfundene und
gründliche Anweisung (1711), 261.36

During Chafe’s “symbolic trial,” the key structure is contained by a fragment of
the printed circle. The motion from E¯ major to D minor is the structure for the “Jesus of

35

Johann David Heinichen, Neu erfundene und Gründliche Anweisung zu
vollkommener Erlernung des General-Basses (Hamburg, 1711). Facsimile reprint, ed.
Wolfgang Horn, in Documenta Musicologica, Erste Reihe (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2000),
261–267. In Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 193–199.
36

Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 195.
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Nazareth” choruses of Part One. The second motion from C˜ minor to D major fills the
second half of the symmetric turbae section as originally reported by Smend.37 Here,
Chafe presents a second attempt at demonstrating Smend’s original symmetric idea. This
firm interpretation using ambitus presents immediate problems. Chafe argues that single
cadences, and not whole phrases or sections of any significance, represent one of the
segments of the circle. John Butt criticizes Chafe’s first book in its readiness to accept
theoretical principles.
His approach is perhaps best summed up in the dictum that bad interpretation is
better than none at all: “The error of rejecting the notion of tonal hermeneutics
because it is not sufficiently scientific is greater than that of its un critical and
indiscriminate application, for it constitutes a rejection of one of the greatest
spiritual and artistic impulses of the age: allegory” (p. 87)38
Chafe’s conception of a “symbolic trial” overcomplicates by connecting ambitus
and theology. Instead of placing the division for the trial when Jesus first appears before
Pilate, Chafe’s interpretation of John’s theology results in a fully-formed E¯ major to E¯
major section. This requires beginning the trial with “Betrachte, meine Seele/Look at my
soul” and end it with “In meines Herzens Grunde/In the bottom of my heart.” Comparing
the “symbolic trial” to Figure 2 would require jettisoning the tripartite structure of the
work of “Arrest,” “Trial,” and “Death” to a symbolic one that is (1) The Way to the
Cross, (2) The Carrying of the Cross, and (3) The Death Upon the Cross, a structure
focused on redemption using the allegory of the physical Cross, leads to the Resurrection
and the Christus Victor Theory.

37

Chafe, J. S. Bach’s Johannine Theology, 249–251.

38

John Butt, Review of Tonal Allegory in the Vocal Music of J. S. Bach, Music &
Letters 74, no. 2 (May 1993), 292.
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Constructing a three-part division in this way satisfies Dürr’s contention of a five-part
literal division of the libretto. Dürr’s libretto suggestion based from Petzoldt treats
Passion compositions like a stage works rather than a meditative sacred work.
Underneath, an allegorical division of the work related to Johannine theology exists
where Bach uses tonal allegory instead of formal structures as the binding compositional
tissue.
Methodology: Overview
The literature leads to a cautious methodological approach to analyzing recitative.
As opposed to composing recitatives for utility, accidentals enhance the text, except
where musical convention requires a raised leading tone.39 Thus, in understanding the
regions dictated in Figure 7 and Figure 8 below, recitatives are analyzed by key area and
using theology and cross-referencing. Ambitus over-complicates understanding the work
both as performer and scholar, leading to an endless search for meaning and structure
through obsessive atomistic analysis. Bach uses accidentals to embellish moments of
narrative theological importance, and shifts tonal arias as a replacement for staging to
guide the listener toward a new narrative focus.

39

The complete table for the Johannes-Passion is in Appendix C.
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Figure 7: Methodology in Johannes-Passion.
Chafe
Ambitus
g/B flat (bb)
modulatory
A/f# (###)
a/C (natural)
modulatory
Bb/g (bb)
modulatory
A/f# (###)
modulatory
Bb/g (bb)
modulatory
a/C (natural)
modulatory
D/b (##)
modulatory
Eb/c (bbb)
Total Sections: 9

Beckemeyer
Tonal Area
flat
flat to sharp
sharp
sharp
sharp to flat
flat
flat to sharp
sharp
sharp to flat
flat
flat to sharp
sharp
sharp to flat
flat
Total Sections: 7

No.

Text

1–10
10
11–14
15–17
18a-b
18c
19–21f
21g
22–23f
23g
24–26
27a
27b
27c
28–33
34
35–40

In the garden; Jesus arrested and taken
to Caiaphas
Peter’s Denial
Jesus interrogated by Pilate
Crowd demands Barrabas
Scourging at the Pillar
Jews demand Jesus’ crucifixion
Jesus is silent in front of Pilate
Jesus sentenced to crucifixion
The walk of the Cross to Golgatha
The act of crucifixion
Jesus stripped, clothing gambled for
Jesus gives His mother away
Death and Earthquake
Burial

The methodology for the Johannes-Passion is applied to the Matthäus-Passion in
Figure 7. The symmetric Herzstück lies in the center of Jesus’ trial before the high
priests. This complicated structure is evidence of Bach’s growth as a composer from
work to work, that in his second work he is not presenting the concept of tonal allegory,
but complicating it by using a symmetric substructure in a symmetric superstructure. The
framework provides a baseline to examine transitory recitatives bridging tonal regions as
well as explaining rogue accidentals that enhance Bach’s theological viewpoint.40

40

The full table is in Appendix E: Matthäus-Passion Explanation of Accidentals
for Recitatives. ‘A’ for Analyze, and ‘I’ for Ignore.
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Figure 8: Matthäus-Passion Tonal Plan.
Area No.
1

Tonal Area
Sharp

No.
1–4c

4

Transition
Sharp
Sharp to Flat
Flat
Flat to Sharp
Sharp

4d–4e
5–9b
9c
9d–10
11
12–15

5

Sharp to Flat
Flat

16
17–23

Flat to Sharp

24

6
H

Sharp
Herzstück

25–30
31–38a

7

Sharp

8

Sharp to Flat
Flat
Flat to Sharp

38b–
50e
51
52–57
58a

2
3

9

Sharp
Sharp to Flat
Flat
Flat to Sharp
Sharp

58b–d
58e
10
59–61d
61e
11
61e–
63a
Sharp to Flat
63a
12
Flat
63b–68
Total Sections: 12 (+Herzstück)

Text
Council plots to kill Jesus; Woman pours water
over Jesus.
Disciples angry over “wasted water.”
Judas commits to betraying Jesus.
Jesus predicts betrayal.
Disciples worry of their own possible betrayal.
Last Supper Celebrated.
They go to Mt. of Olives; Jesus predicts
resurrection.
Jesus predicts Peter’s denial.
Jesus tells disciples to watch; pleads with Father
to take cup away.
Disciples found sleeping; Jesus tells Father that
His will be done.
Jesus arrested.
Interrogation by High Priest; Jesus convicted of
blasphemy.
Peter’s third denial; Jesus trial before Pilate and
sentencing.
Crown of Thorns, finding Simon to carry cross.
Arrival at Golgatha, gambling for clothes,
inscription.
Mocked by Jewish leaders for the inscription.
Murderers beside Jesus also mocked Him.
Jesus cries out to Father while on cross.
Jesus dies.
Temple veil rendered; resurrection of dead.
Captain recognizes Jesus as Messiah.
Burial.

Residual Issues: The “Kreuz” and Naturals
There are residual issues related to developing the methodology. The Kreuz has
been subject to many informal interpretations but rather than operating primarily as a
melodic gesture, it exists to show sharps and flats coexisting. Naturals present a problem
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because they represent a vehicle for transition as opposed to serving a theological
purpose.
The Kreuz or “Cross” motive exemplifies the methodology because it always
appears with flats and sharps. It occurs in the continuo or vocal line and melodically
consists of a descent followed by an ascent, which makes an “X,” representative of the
Greek letter chi, related to crucifixion. An example of the Kreuz is in m. 15 below, where
the Evanglist’s line dips downward on “töteten/to die” then ascends to form the “X.”
Figure 9: Matthäus–Passion, No. 31, mm. 14-16.41

Because in German the word Kreuz means both “cross” and “[musical] sharp,” using
sharps when talking about Jesus’ death is using the dual meaning of the word. The
confluence of sharps and flats in the Johannes-Passion brings together “the above” and
“the below,” or Heaven and Earth. On the cross, Jesus is a Heavenly being experiencing
human death. In the Matthäus-Passion, sharps with flats represent how humans’ sin have
put the Messiah on the cross.
The omission of naturals from the frameworks of the two passions is related to the
structure and the length of the Chafe-defined natural sections in the Johannes-Passion.
When examining the recitatives in the Johannes-Passion from a natural section, the

41

Johann Sebastian Bach, Matthäus-Passion, BWV 244 (Kassel: Bärenreiter,
1974), 162. All score examples from the Matthäus-Passion are using this citation and so
citations will be omitted heretofore.
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recitatives favor sharps, then turn toward flats without an intervening C-major or
A-minor section.. Bach is using the natural key signature not as an explanatory unit, but
instead as a way to unobtrusively shift from sharps to flats.
Chafe placed No. 16a from the Johannes-Passion in the natural area, yet the only
flat both in the harmonic structure realized by the continuo as well as in the vocal part is a
single diminished chord in m. 2. Otherwise most measures contain a sharp, meaning that
the listener is oriented towards sharps universe.
Figure 10: Johannes-Passion, No. 16a, m. 2.42

Not until No. 18c is a serious attempt made by Bach to reorient to flats. In the intervening
movements, the recitatives are firmly established in sharps even if the orchestral
movements are conflicted. The chorus No. 16b never gives a strong cadence until its final
D minor cadence, moving chromatically in the main. The recitative No. 16c contains a
single accidental, a G˜ in m. 40 in the continuo and the subsequent measure in the
Evangelist’s part. Appendix C specifies how Bach maintains the sharp region and the
region viewed in sharps rather than naturals. Overall, from No. 15 until No. 18c, the
listener is oriented toward sharps.

42

Bach, Johannes-Passion, 52. All score examples from the Johannes-Passion
are from this edition and so citations heretofore cease.
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The second natural area yields a similar result. The area comprises a single
number, No. 27b. Chafe works to defend his decision for such a small region by inflating
the importance of the movement. When not considering surrounding movements, No. 27b
is conflicted between sharps and flats; however, the recitatives on either side result in a
sharp designation.
Figure 11: Johannes-Passion, No. 27a, m. 7.

In No. 27a, the recitative turns from flats to sharps in m. 7. After m. 7 there are no flats or
sharps in the rest of the movement. At the outset, m. 3–5 introduces rogue sharps and the
narrative focus changes from Jesus the man to Jesus the divine, consistent with a move
from flats to sharps and mirrored by a tonal shift.
The subsequent recitative after the chorus begins with an Efl chord and continues
in the sharp idiom, with only one measure of inflection, m. 69. Because either side of the
chorus is in sharps, it would be expected that the intervening chorus is in sharps. Thus,
the second natural tonal area is encapsulated by a continuing sharp area.
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Figure 12: Johannes-Passion, No. 27a, mm. 1–5.

The exclusion of naturals as a tonal area can be explained using the methodology.
Naturals are musical erasers rather than contributors. If Bach gave naturals meaning, he
would be unable to produce smooth transitions and use many of the harmonic
conventions by which the piece is enjoyed by its audience on Good Friday. Overall,
musical considerations take precedence over textual considerations for endless meaning
and shading of every word.
Johannes–Passion, BWV 245
Recitative in the Johannes-Passion determines the overall tonal structure, and
accompanied movements confirm it. Using the overall framework (see Figure 7 and
Appendix B), recitatives are described in greater detail. Instead of using the “modulatory”
label, applying theology gives exact transitions and explains unusual accidentals. The
transitional recitatives are where the narrative focus shifts. The discussion of transitional
points defines how to discuss the rogue accidentals, or accidentals that appear outside of
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their tonal area. Thus, analyzing recitative and using Chafe’s work on orchestral numbers
gives a full interpretation of the work.
Transitionary Recitatives
There are six transitionary points to divide the work into seven. Transitions are
cued by a flurry of rogue accidentals that overwhelm the previous tonal area and begin a
new one. These transitions textually are represented by a narrative shift. Some shifts are
in character, yet others in theological perspective. In understanding specifically where the
transitions exactly occur, the rogue accidentals are assigned neatly to one tonal area or
another, thereby allowing theological analysis. There are few, defining characteristics
about transitions in general. First, the transition moment is rarely obvious. The second
potential problem in analyzing recitatives in the Johannes-Passion is the supposed
volatile harmonic structure.
Figure 13: Johannes–Passion Transitionary Recitatives.
No.
10
18c
21g
23g
27a
34

Meas.
6
26–29
92
86
7

Region Boundary
flat to sharp
sharp to flat
flat to sharp
sharp to flat
flat to sharp
sharp to flat

The first transitional recitative is No. 10, moving from flats to sharps. The text of
the first fifteen measures is printed below, with a translation.
Der selbige Jünger war dem Hohenpriester bekannt und ging mit Jesu hinein in
des Hohenpriesters Palast. Petrus aber stund draußen für der Tür. Da ging der
andere Jünger der dem Hohenpriester bekannt war, hinaus und redete mit der
Türhüterin und führete Petrum hinein. Da sprach die Magd, die Türhüterin, zu
Petro…
The same disciple was known by the high priest and went with Jesus into the high
priest’s palace. Peter, however, stood outside, in front of the door. Then the other
disciple, who was known by the high priest, went out and spoke with the woman
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keeping the door and led Peter in. Then the maid, the doorkeeper, exclaimed to
Peter…43
In the text, there is a shift in focus toward Peter for the three denials. Bach in m. 5 begins
the shift with the DflÊ chord when Peter stands at the door. When he enters, the
progression turns with introductions of C˜, G˜, and F˜, outlining the key of A major. The
text points to m. 6 as the shift in the narrative, and so the sharp shift though the key
signature does not change until m. 9. Given the nature of three sharps being added at one
time or another, the change suggests a shift to sharp keys rather than flat keys.
Figure 14: Johannes-Passion, No. 10, mm. 4–10.

The second transitionary recitative is No. 18c where Jesus is scourged. The text
and translation of the recitative is “Barrabas aber war ein Mörder. Da nahm Pilatus Jesum
und geißelte ihn,” which translates to “But Barrabas was a murderer. Pilate then took

43

Michael Marissen, Lutheranism, Anti-Judaism, and Bach’s ‘St. John Passion.’
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 44.
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Jesus and scourged him.”44 The oscillation between sharps and flats and the fioratura by
the Evangelist is the whip scourging Jesus. Because the word is melismatically stretched,
the sentiment of the change happens gradually throughout word “geißelte.”
Figure 15: Johannes-Passion, No. 18c, mm. 24–29.

No. 21g marks the third as Pilate again questions Jesus. This recitative transitions
on a single word that represents a shift from guilt or innocence to whether He is the
Messiah.
E: Da Pilatus das Wort hörete, fürchtet’ er sich noch mehr und ging wieder hinein
in das Richthaus, und spricht zu Jesu:
P: Von wannen bist du?
E: Aber Jesus gab ihm keine Antwort. Da sprach Pilatus zu ihm…
E: When Pilate heard those words, he was yet more afraid and went back into the
hall of judgment and exclaims to Jesus:
P: Where do you come from?
E: But Jesus gave him no answer. Then Pilate exclaimed to him…45

44

Marissen, Lutheranism, 54.

45

Marissen, Lutheranism, 57.
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The change of narrative direction causes the shift from flats to sharps—as hinted at the
beginning of the recitative. The progression Gm: V/Vfl } V›„ } viiº ‡ } i introduces
sharps. At the middle of m. 92 the move to sharps is complete and flats are not used again
in the rest of the recitative. This is accomplished through a fully diminished chord on m.
92, b. 3, that resolves to D minor via a cadential 6/4 chord. Like before, Bach uses the
strongest possible cadence as confirmation of changing tonal areas. The strength of the
cadence enables Bach to continue in sharps with listeners reoriented to D minor that
immediately moves to deeper sharps with Efl .
Figure 16: Johannes-Passion, No. 21g, mm. 89–94.

The fourth shift happens in No. 23g when the Hebrew name of the place for the
Crucifixion is sung. Because John is a trial of Jesus, the Crucifixion signals the end—the
completion of the trial.
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E: Da überantwortete er ihn, daß er gekreuziget würde. Sie nahmen aber Jesum
und führeten ihn hin. Und er trug sein Kreuz und ging hinaus zur Stätte, die da
heißet Schädelstätt, welche heißet aus Ebräisch: Golgatha
E: Then he gave him over, that he would be crucified. They took Jesus again and
led him away. And he carried his cross and went out to the place that is called
“Place of Skulls,” which is called in Hebrew, “Golgatha.” 46
As before, flats are introduced for the cross, the concentration of which signals the shift
to flats. The Kreuz motive appears multiple times in this recitative showing confluence
between sharps and flats. It appears at “gekreuziget,” “sein Kreuz,” and “Golgatha.” For
this transition, the progression beginning in m. 85 is Gm: vfl } viiº ‡ } i } iv } ¯IIfl }
viiº flÊ } VflÂ }fi‰ } i. Bach again uses a cadential figure to confirm a move of tonal area.

46

Marissen, Lutheranism, 60.
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Figure 18: Johannes-Passion, No. 23g, mm. 79–88.

The fifth shift of six occurs in m. 7 of No. 27a. Given that No. 27b has no key
signature, Chafe believes that this shift would lead to naturals, but the transition is to
sharps becuase Bach introduces sharps earlier in the recitative.
31

Die Kriegsknechte aber, da sie Jesum gekreuziget hatten, nahmen seine Kleider
und machten vier Teile, einem jeglichen Kriegesknechte sein Teil, dazu auch den
Rock. Der Rock aber war ungenähet, von oben an gewürket durch und durch. Da
sprachen sie untereinander:
The soldiers, however, when they had crucified Jesus, took his clothes and made
four parts, to each soldier his part; in addition [they took], indeed, the robe. But
the robe was seamless, woven in one piece from top to bottom. Then they
exclaimed among themselves: 47
The theological underpinning for the shift is because of the the heavenly nature of Jesus’
robe. The subsequent recitative comments that Jesus’ robe is being auctioned as it was
written in Psalm 22:18, “They part my garments among them, and cast lots upon my
vesture.” The narrative shift is subtler. Although Jesus’ robe is not of high quality, it has
no seams, a practical impossibility and non-Earthly. Musically, the move is supported by
the consistent introduction of sharps in the first five measures, and after the shift the
relative lack of sharps of flats. The subsequent recitative, opening with an E chord and
continuing in sharps confirms that the previous recitative and chorus were leaning toward
sharps.

47

Marissen, Lutheranism, 62.
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Figure 19: Johannes-Passion, No. 27a, mm. 3–9.

Figure 20: Johannes-Passion, No. 27c, mm. 65–66.

The final recitative transition is during the tenor’s arioso, “Mein Herz, indem die
ganze Welt bei Jesu Leiden gleichfalls leidet.” Because it is not during a secco recitative,
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the movement from sharps to flats is muted. Throughout the arioso no key is firmly
established. The arioso begins in G for multiple measures and then flats are introduced
expected in a shift. Yet, as the arioso develops, Bach reintroduces sharps in m. 5. A
diminished chord appears in m. 7, and sharps are in the oscillating Violin I part in m. 8.
After cadencing in C major, the aria begins in F minor. Bach uses the entire nine
measures to obscure the tonal region.
As a whole, transitions begin by the introduction of new accidentals followed by a
narrative-focused transition from one accidental area to another. The narrative shifts
comprise of either a change in narrative focus, such as from Jesus to Peter, or scenic
focus, such as when Golgatha is mentioned. More than once, Bach confirms the suspicion
of changing tonal focus by using a cadential dominant as confirmation. Therefore, in the
arioso No. 34 where immediate analysis is hard to grasp, other transitions guide the
analysis.
“Rogue” Accidentals
Beyond the transitory moments, Bach also introduces “rogue accidentals”: sharps
in flat regions and flats in sharp regions for theological emphasis or cross-referencing.
Not every sharp or flat has extra-musical meaning. In Appendix C brief or preparatory
dominants are viewed through their musical function rather than in a disruptor role. There
is a range of opinion on what rhythmic length of a rogue accidental is meaningful instead
of musical. This methodology prioritizes notes in the sung line or as the principal
continuo pitch over keyboard-realized accidentals.
Cross-Referenced Accidentals. Cross-referenced accidentals evoke the key area of a
different textually pertinent part of the Passion. The cross-referencing suggests two
events: the Interrogation and the Crucifixion, both set in sharps. Both are critical
34

moments in the action, and they both understandably garner much attention in Bach and
Luther’s mind.
The interrogation cross-referencing occurs as a foreshadowing device. There are
six moments that use sharps to foreshadow the interrogation.
Figure 17: Cross-Referenced Accidentals, Johannes-Passion.
# in Appendix
1
4
5
8
9
11

No.
2a
4
4
6
6
10

Meas.
10
6–8
8–10
6–7
8–10
1–2

The first time that the cross-referencing occurs is in No. 2a, m. 10, “und der
Hohenpriester und Pharisäher Diener/and attendants of the chief priests and of the
Pharisees.”48
Figure 22: Johannes-Passion, No. 2a, m. 10.

The downbeat of m. 10 moves from D›„ }flÊ } Gm. At first glance this would appear to by
any cadence, but the placement of the sharp is intentional because the interrogation is in
sharps. The moment is highlighted for the listener because the vocal line and continuo
group play an F# on the downbeat of m. 11.
The second example No. 6, mm. 6–10. A diminished chord tonicizing G major
appears at the downbeat of m. 6. Here the Evangelist describes that Kaiaphas was the
High Priest the year of Jesus’ death. Thus, because the interrogation is referenced, a sharp
48

Marissen, Lutheranism, 40.
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appears in the continuo part. Later in the same recitative Kaiaphas says that someone
should die for all. This causes the Kreuz to appear as a reference to the crucifixion at the
end of m. 10.
Figure 23: Johannes-Passion, No. 6, mm. 6–11.

One example evoking the Crucifixion is in No. 21e, mm. 53–55, when Pilate
condemns Jesus to death. Pilate says, “Nehmet ihr ihn hin und kreuziget ihn; den ich
finde keine Schuld an ihm!/Take Him away and crucify Him; for I find no guilt in
Him!”49 Bach introduces sharps beginning with the continuo realization in m. 53 and then
on Pilate’s “kreuziget/crucify.” Because Jesus is a “spotless lamb,” the example
references the heavenly component of His being, and so in sharps.

49

Marissen, Lutheranism, 56.
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Figure 24: Johannes-Passion, No. 21e, mm. 51–56.

A second example connected to the crucifixion is in No. 38, mm. 17–19. Jesus has
already died, and the recitative narrates Joseph of Arimathia’s offer to bury Jesus in
Joseph’s own tomb. The text of the three measures: “Es war aber an der Stätte, da er
gekreuziget ward, ein Garte/But there was by the place where he was crucified a
garden.50” Bach utilizes a crucifixion reference to reintroduce sharps. The diminished
chord tonicizing G reappears. On “kreuziget,” again sharps are introduced, and the
moment is further highlighted because the tenor is at the top of his range.

50

Marissen, Lutheranism, 69.
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Figure 24: Johannes-Passion, No. 38, mm. 17–19.

Cross-references aid the listener subconsciously in association of certain scenes
with certain colors. This is one of the ways in which Bach “stages” the
Johannes-Passion. He uses the cross-referencing that helps the audience follow the
narrative and understand connections between different scenes.
Adding Accidentals for Theology. Because Bach considered his sacred vocal works
akin to a homily, rogue accidentals were added for theological emphasis. Theological
references are more common in the interrogation and Crucifixion. Each of the theological
moments deal with the notion that sharps represent “the above” and flats represent “the
below.”
The first example comes from No. 16e, mm. 77–79, during Pilate’s conversation
with Jesus. Jesus at the end of the recitative says, “daß ich den Jüden nicht überantwortet
würde; aber nun ist mein Reich nicht von dannen/so that I would not be given over to the
Jews; again, as it is, my kingdom is not from here.”51 Jesus says that His followers would
fight— which Bach highlights using a melisma—and that the Jews would not have

51

Marissen, Lutheranism, 52.
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arrested Him. Bach theologically highlights the word “Jüden” with a diminished chord
and with a minor third upward leap. Jesus’ arrest is a reminder that He is not only a
heavenly figure, but also earthly and that the trial at its onset judges as a political threat to
the Pharisees in the Jewish community and Pilate in the Roman community.
Figure 25: Johannes-Passion, No. 16e, mm. 74–80.

Jesus’ continuing conversation with Pilate is further interpreted by Bach. Pilate
tells the crowd that Jesus is innocent in his eyes. “Sehet, ich führe ihn heraus zu euch, daß
ihr erkennet, daß ich keine Schuld an ihm finde/Behold, I am leading him out to you, so
that you will recognize that I find no guilt in him.”52

52

Marissen, Lutheranism, 55.
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Figure 26: Johannes-Passion, No. 21c, mm. 18–23.

From the beginning of the recitative, Bach introduces sharps, first in the realization of the
continuo then in m. 18 in the continuo, not finally in Pilate’s line in m. 20. This recitative
precedes the “Kreuzige” chorus, and so Bach references the Crucifixion. The key
signature is two flats, but almost every measure includes sharps. Both instances where
Pilate finds Jesus innocent are set in sharps. The highlighting of Jesus’ innocence in
sharps references Leviticus 4:32-35.
And if he bring a lamb for a sin offering, he shall bring it a female without
blemish. And he shall lay his hand upon the head of the sin offering, and slay it
for a sin offering in the place where they kill the burnt offering . . . and the priest
shall make an atonement for his sin that he hath committed, and it shall be
forgiven him.53

53

Leviticus 4:32–35 (King James Version).
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Hence, Pilate’s judgement of Jesus as innocent not once, but twice confirms that Jesus
can be sacrificed according to the Old Law as a redemptive sacrifice. This ultimately
regards Heaven so sharps appear.
Figure 27: Johannes-Passion, No. 21e, mm. 1–5.

A final example is in Jesus’ final miracle before His death. The soldiers pierce
His side and blood and water flow out (both should not flow out of dead bodies according
to Luther).54 The text of the Evanglist: “sondern der Kriegsknechte einer eröffnete seine
Seite mit einem Speer, und alsobald ging Blut und Wasser heraus,” or, “rather, one of the
soldiers opened his side with a spear, and immediately blood and water went out).”55
Instead of highlighting the moment with a diminished chord, Bach uses the secondary
dominant of D on the downbeat of m. 16 and uses another dominant 7th chord on the
downbeat of the subsequent measure. Bach turns back to flats with the narration of the
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blood and water flowing out, depicting their fall to the earth in a literal manner of
correcting the accidentals downward. The sharps depict Jesus’ last miracle, but ultimately
flats overtake sharps, representing Jesus’ death.
Figure 28: Johannes-Passion, No. 36, mm. 15–19.

Instead of functioning only as a narrative bridge between orchestral numbers, the
recitatives are moments to color biblical text. Because passions are not staged, Bach
provides the colorful dressing reserved for costumes, makeup, and set pieces in opera in
the music. He does so by paying attention to the narrative focus. Rogue accidentals help
listeners associate tone color and sharps and flats with different parts of the narrative. The
remainder of the rogue accidentals are attributed to theological highlighting as part of
“Bach’s sermon” or are ignored because they primarily serve a musical purpose.
Matthäus-Passion, BWV 244
The recitative in the Matthäus-Passion concentrates the moments of instability to
entire recitatives as opposed to isolated inflections. Bach freely shifts between sharps and
flats giving more drama. Presentation of transitory recitatives and rogue accidentals
confirms and sharpens the presentation of the Johannes-Passion.
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Framework Issues
In the Matthäus-Passion there are issues with classification of movements as
sharp or flat. The structure is an embedded symmetric structure, that follows the gematria
of Bach’s name with thirteen sections.56 The central moment in the work, the Herzstück
begins with No. 31 and continues to No. 38a. Unlike the “symbolic trial” as proposed by
Chafe, the Herzstück focuses on Jesus’ interrogation in front of the Jewish leaders.
Nos. 31–38a represent a symmetric structure of a transition, two flat movements, another
transition movement, and three consecutive sharp movements that form the center. The
center ends with a transition movement, two flat movements, and a transition movement
that closes the Herzstück. This structure is embedded in a larger symmetric structure of
thirteen tonal areas: the aforementioned Herzstück flanked on either side by six tonal
areas.
In developing the boundaries for the thirteen areas, there were challenges in
assigning the moment of transition. Nos. 4d and 4e present challenges in determining
where boundaries lie. The chorus, No. 4d, begins with a surprising E-major chord. The
preceding recitative ends with a diminished chord that sounds as the bass note is released,
leading to E major. Even so, the recitative and beginning of the chorus fits within a sharp
landscape.
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Even the mention of gematria makes the whole theory less credible to many
eyes, yet the number of sections in total, 13, corresponds to the sum of the letters of
Bach’s surname, where B=2, A=1, C=3, and H=7. This implies 2+1+3+7=13. Moreover,
the largest section in the work, Nos. 38b–50e, has 21 members. Now there have been two
numbers found that are members of the Fibonacci Series. 1, 2, and 3 are easily found in a
number of places. Numerology can be sought out in many of the pre-Classical works, and
there is an unintended correlation with the Fibonacci Sequence.
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Figure 18: Matthäus-Passion, No. 4c–d, mm. 20–25

In the 10-measure chorus, the final two measures only contain C˜s as raised leading tones
suggesting D minor. At this point, the chorus has departed the sharp region emphatically
and progresses toward flats. The B¯ major chord that begins No. 4e further confirms the
switch. Using these signposts, the chorus has moved from sharps to flats.
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Figure 19: Matthäus-Passion, No. 4d, e, mm. 30–37.

Another controversial section that warrants attention is the last sharp region.
Chafe’s small region representing the second natural section has garnered heavy criticism
and so including this small of a region warrants explanation. This region exists because
the Chorus, No. 61d removes the E¯ from m. 23 and cadences in D minor by way of a
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dominant A chord. The dovetailed recitative, No. 61e, continues the trend of sharps, and
confirms a move towards sharps at its cadence into A minor.
Figure 20: Matthäus-Passion, No. 61d, e, mm. 23–26.

The subsequent chorale, No. 62, contains both sharps and flats, but never cadences in a
flat key the entire chorale. There are cadences in A minor, C major, A major, G major,
and E major, respectively. The chorale is a sharp movement, and the flats are decorative.
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Figure 21: Matthäus-Passion, No. 62.

After the chorale, the Evangelist narrates the earthquake after Jesus’ death,
including the rending of the temple veil. The bass function mimics the tearing of the veil
and the earthquake. When the earthquake stops and the bass function returns to its less
active role at m. 10, the recitative tends toward flats and remains there for the remainder
of the recitative, excepting a few sharps in mm. 11 and 13. In sum, the tonal area is
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bounded on both sides and can serve on its own as a tonal area and dramatically can stand
alone.
Transitionary Recitatives
The Johannes-Passion and Matthäus-Passion are similar changing between
accidental regions. Of the many different transitionary moments, most begin with Bach
signaling a move to a different tonal area using rogue accidentals. Yet in three recitatives
Bach treats the recitative as a pivot region, using a more structure, one that exhibits
control over narrative shifts, the rate they occur and the ease of transition. No. 4e
introduces accidentals earlier than expected. No. 36c, although a recitative lasting only
five measures, is sandwiched between two complicated choruses and itself is conflicted
between sharps and flats. No. 63a begins in seemingly no tonal area, then moves to flats
after the earthquake is completed.
The chorus preceding No. 4e, “Wozu dienet dieser Unrat?/What purpose does this
foolishness serve?” moves to flats by its close. At m. 26 during the chorus with fugato
entrances by the four vocal parts, Bach shifts to flats through introduction of A¯, E¯, and
B¯. The chorus’ final cadence is in D minor. The introduction of flats coincides with the
text “Dieses Wasser hätte mögen teuer verkauft und den Armen gegeben warden,” “This
water could have been sold for a high price and given to the poor.”57 Theologically the
shift is attributed to the downfall of Man and the lack of understanding for Jesus’
appreciation for a poor woman giving precious water. Musically, this shift sets up
recitative No. 4e in flats. The text and translation of the recitative is as follows.
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Music, accessed 10 April 2018,
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E: Da das Jesus merkete, sprach er zu ihnen:
J: Was bekümmert ihr was Weib? Sie hat ein gut Werk an mir getan. Ihr habet
allezeit Armen bei euch, mich aber habt ihr nicht allezeit. Daß sie dies Wasser hat
auf meinen Leib gegossen, hat sie getan, daß man mich begraben wird. Wahrlich,
ich sage euch: Wo dies Evangelium geprediget wird in der ganzen Welt, da wird
man auch sagen zu ihrem Gedächtnis, was sie getan hat.
E: When Jesus heard this he said to them:
J: Why do you trouble this woman? She has done a good deed for me. You will
have the poor with you always but you will not always have me. She has poured
this water on my body because I will be buried. Truly I say to you: wherever this
Gospel will be preached in the whole world they will tell in her memory what she
has done.58
Musically, Bach uses the narrative turning point to move back to sharps when Jesus
predicts that Christianity will permeate the Earth. Until “Wahrlich, ich sage euch,” the
recitative should be viewed as in flats with sharp inflections. The first sharp among the
flats is in m. 37 where Jesus highlights the woman’s good work. Bach mirrors that with
Gm: Vfl}fi‰ } i, two of which include F˜. The second of these inflections is in m. 40 with
another dominant of G minor in which Jesus points out that He will not always be on
Earth. This foreshadows his crucifixion, and the Kreuz is present in both vocal line and
the progression of the bass function. Another inflection immediately occurs in the
reestablishment of G minor using its dominant. There is a continuing coexistence of flats
and sharps that accelerate toward Jesus stating that He will die soon. Bach presents the
Kreuz motive in both vocal line and in the violins which continuing the gesture of
interlocking thirds to final rest at D minor. From “Wahrlich/Truly” forward, Bach writes
no other flats.
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“Bach Cantata Translations: BWV 244—“Matthäus-Passion,” Emmanuel
Music. Character abbreviations are E-Evangelist, J-Jesus. Others will be explained when
they occur. All translations for the Matthäus-Passion are from the above source. Citations
will be omitted from this point forward.
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Figure 22: Matthäus-Passion, No. 4e, mm. 34–45.

No. 36c is a recitative of only five measures but shifts from sharps to flats. The
previous chorus, “Er ist des Todes schuldig!/He is worthy of death!” begins with an
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oscillation of adding sharps and adding flats to B minor. The chorus turns to its final
cadence in G major, surprising because of a G minor chord in second inversion on the
downbeat. The introduction of E¯ and F˜ allows an expansion to create the perfect fifth
for the G-major cadence. The atmosphere for the recitative No. 36c is complicated. Flats
appear first followed by an introduction of a sharp both in m. 29 and m. 30 that sets up
No. 36d to begin in either flats or sharps. The text of the recitative is “Da speieten sie aus
in sein Angesicht und schlugen ihn mit Fäusten. Etliche aber schlugen ihn ins Angesicht
und sprachen,” or “Then they spit in his face and struck him with fists. Some of them
however struck him in the face and said. . .”
Figure 23: Matthäus-Passion, No. 36c, mm. 26–30.

The first sharp is in m. 29 as A›„ }Dm. In a move to D minor, the introduction of a C˜ is
unsurprising. Theologically, the text of the subsequent chorus helps divine the meaning
of why Bach introduces a sharp on a text which in no way would suggest a sharp. The
text of the chorus is “Weissage uns, Christe, wer ists, der dich schlug?/ Prophesy to us,
Christ, who is it that strikes you?” The text suggests irony that Jesus, in fact, could
prophesy who is striking Him and fulfills a prophesy that Jesus will be mocked. The next
sharp, in m. 30 sets up the chorus and serves a musical purpose over a textual or
theological one.
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The third transition point example is No. 63a, the earthquake after Jesus’ death
and the rending of the temple veil from top to bottom. Flats introduced in the chorale
No. 62 as passing tones both in the bass function and the choral parts to facilitate a move
from sharps to flats for the subsequent reciative. This destabilizes the sharpness
previously established and the recitative leans toward flats instead of sharps.
Figure 24: Matthäus-Passion, No. 63a, mm. 9–18.

At the outset, the continuo outlines mostly all naturals, with inflections of B¯ and C˜ in
m. 2. The introduction of sharps in m. 2 represents the fulfillment of Jesus’ prophesy to
destroy the temple and rebuild it in three days. In m. 7, the same occurs. The sharp is
included because Matthew’s gospel shows the Messiah’s promise of raising the dead and
thus they are saved. Moreover, Luther translates Matthew’s gospel as “der Heiligen/the
Holy ones.” Thus, a Kreuz in the vocal part represents the conflict and resolution of sins
forgiven and glorification of those Holy ones who are raised up through Jesus.
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Figure 25: Matthäus-Passion, No. 63a, mm. 1-10.

The less active part of the secco recitative beginning in m. 10 is securely in flat section
with sharp inflections. The text follows.
. . . und gingen aus den Gräbern nach seiner Auferstehung und kamen in die
heilige Stadt und erschienen vielen. Aber der Hauptmann und die bei ihm waren
und bewahreten Jesum, da sie sahen das Erdbeben und was da geschah,
erschraken sie sehr und sprachen:
and came out of their graves after his resurrection and came into the Holy City
and appeared to many people. The Captain, however, and those with him who
were guarding Jesus, when they saw the earthquake and what happened then, they
were terrified and said:
The resurrection of the bodies causes the first sharp inflection in m. 11. The sharp
highlights the subsequent forgiveness of the sins of the recently resurrected. The second
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inflection occurs on the downbeat of m. 13 as the Evangelist narrates the resurrected
entering the Holy City. The last sharp occurs in m. 16. It refers back to the earthquake.
“Rogue” Accidentals
There are recitatives in the Matthäus-Passion with so many rogue accidentals that
complicates the understanding of the whole recitative. In the following recitatives, Bach
follows the theological whim of almost every phrase. Unlike the Johannes-Passion,
where the allegorical representations are mostly isolated, here sharp and flat are more
emotional and personal in nature and lead to a more volatile composition.
In No. 43, the Evangelist details the historical underpinning where the council
was held as Jesus was questioned, then moving into the questioning itself. Jesus was
remarkably silent. The text and translation for mm. 1–24 are as follows:
E: Sie hielten aber einen Rat und kauften einen Töpfersakker darum zum
Begräbnis der Pilger. Daher ist derselbige Akker genennet der Blutakker bis auf
den heutigen Tag. Da ist erfüllet, das gesagt ist durch den Propheten Jeremias, da
er spricht: “Sie haben genommen dreißig Silberlinge, damit bezahlet ward der
Verkaufte, welchen sie kauften von den Kindern Israel, und haben sie gegeben um
einen Töpfersakker, als mir der Herr befohlen hat.” Jesus aber stund vor dem
Landpfleger; und der Landpfleger fragte ihn und sprach:
P: Bist du der Jüden König?
E: Jesus aber sprach zu ihm:
J: Du sagests.
E: Und da er verklagt von den Hohenpriestern und Ältesten, antwortete er nichts.
E: They held a council, however, and bought a potter's field with them for the
burial of pilgrims. Therefore this same field is called the Field of Blood to this
very day. Thus was fulfilled what was spoken through the Prophet Jeremiah, who
said: "They have taken thirty silver pieces, the price of him who was bought from
the children of Israel, and have given them for a potter's field, as the Lord has
commanded me." Jesus, however, stood before the Governor; and the Governor
questioned him and said:
P: Are you the King of the Jews?
E: Jesus, however, said to him:
J: You say it.
E: And to the accusations from the high priests and the elders he answered
nothing.
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The recitative exists within the sharp area, and there are about twenty-two rogue
accidentals in this recitative alone if counting each individually. However, this recitative
is unique in that Bach goes to flats and then back to sharps in the space of a single
recitative. Bach introduces flats in m. 5 as if the recitative switches to flats and remains in
flats. The recitative moves through a stage of a conflict where the two accidentals are
equally present and is firmly in flats by m. 16. In m. 24 the recitative cadences in D
minor including the C˜ in the dominant A chord and remains in sharps.
Figure 26: Matthäus-Passion, No. 43.
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The flat section of the recitative highlights two narrative events: the fulfillment of
the prophet Jeremiah’s words and the questioning of Jesus by Pilate. The narration
concerning Jeremiah begins in m. 4 with the discussion of the “Blutakker/Blood field.”
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The flats appear to remember Judas’ betrayal. The flats enveloped in sharps are indicative
of problems posed by biblical commentators on the meaning of the blood fields.59 The
fields are outside of Jerusalem, a burial place for foreigners that died away from home.
The ensuing interrogation by Pilate ensues that Jesus will be convicted because he does
not defend himself. In Pilate’s second attempt “daß sich auch der Landpfleger sehr
verwunderte/that the governor himself was quite amazed.” This leads to Bach viewing
the second interrogative by Pilate as a positive that highlights Jesus as the spotless
sacrificial lamb that forgives sins.
No. 53c is a short recitative situated between a flat chorus and a flat chorale with
conflicting accidentals. The text is “Und speieten ihn an und nahmen das Rohr und
schlugen damit sein Haupt,” or “And they spit on him and took the reed and struck his
head with it.” The previous chorus has many C˜s and one F˜ and G˜ each. The recitative
continues this trend with an F˜ and two more C˜s, leading to a chorale that begins in D
minor. The C˜s can be attributed to strengthening of the D minor cadence in m.18, but
also can be explained from a theological point of view. The chorus “Gegrüßet seist du,
Jüdenkönig/Hail to you, King of the Jews!” exists as fulfillment of the prophesy that the
Messiah will be mocked. The recitative continues the narration by describing Jesus being
hit on the head by a heavy cane, meant to push the thorns further into His head. This
continues the ironic sentiment as before.
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No. 55 is situated between the Chorale No. 54 discussed above and the bass
recitative and aria pairing, “Komm, süßes Kreuz.” The chorale in its B section has a
single cadence in D major, surrounded by cadences in F and C. The recitative thus begins
not strongly associated to sharps or flats. The first note of the recitative in the continuo is
surprising because of its chromatic mediant relationship to the F chord that finishes the
previous chorale. This sharp is jarring and shows insistence on a new direction. In its text,
the narrative sharply turns toward crucifixion. The recitative specifically features an
embellished version of the Kreuz motive in m. 5. The entire recitative could be viewed as
the walk with the cross to Golgatha and so could be encapsulated in the sharp universe of
the Crucifixion with sharps everywhere.
Figure 27: Matthäus-Passion, No. 55.
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The Matthäus-Passion recitatives, while more complicated than in Bach’s John
setting, exhibit the same features and demonstrate compositional consistency and growth
using the theory of tonal allegory. Bach explores larger areas of tonal ambiguity or even
“extended tonicizations” in a single recitative. Rogue accidentals function to uplift
redemption and highlight where humans fall short but allegory is tinged with
complication because prophesy fulfillment is the ultimate goal of Matthew’s original text.
Bach layers multiple levels of theological allegory in the recitatives to respect this multifaceted theological goal.
Applications to Performance
After an extended and atomistic discussion of an interpretation of Bach’s two
extant passions, the methodology is extended to anti-Semitism and performance practice.
Many scholars specifically discuss solely the libretto when discussing anti-Semitism.
This analysis uses the music as well. The methodology is also applied to performance
practice, specifically regarding recitative. Mark Padmore as conductor and Evangelist in
recent performances demonstrates an interpretation that is strongly informed by a
recitative-dominant viewpoint as he spent his career singing the Evangelist. By utilizing
the theory of tonal allegory, this will improve the interpretation and better approach
Bach’s intention.
Anti-Semitism
Historically, authors have discussed anti-Semitism only in the Johannes-Passion.
Eric Chafe’s explanation is weak in its presentation that he finds reasons to leave out
anti-Semitism as a substantive discussion. A study of anti-Semitism is required for a
complete analysis of Bach’s Passions.
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I have decided after considerable reflection not to pursue one of the perennial
topics of Johannine theology—that of anti-Judaism . . . However, the context of
such discussions has never been either sufficiently broad or detailed to make clear
the distinction between anti-Judaism and anti-Semitism, or to deal with the
question of how the choruses of the crowd in the [Johannes-Passion] (to choose
the aspect that most represents this topic) function within the work as a whole. . . .
To go more deeply into the question of John’s anti-Judaism, as it relates to Bach,
is another matter, fraught with problems surrounding the relationship of the
historical (anti-Judaism) and the contemporary (anti-Semitism). Fundamentally, it
involves making clear distinctions between John’s writings as they are interpreted
by scholars today and by those of Bach’s time.60
In that spirit, Michael Marissen has taken up anti-Semitism in Bach in his two works.
Marissen argues that Bach intentionally changed the libretto in the
Johannes-Passion and such changes have absolved him of anti-Semitism rhetoric. The
Johannes-Passion libretto is a compilation of multiple sources, including the problematic
Brockes Passion text. One example taken directly from Marissen:
Eilt, ihr angefochnen Seelen,
Geht aus Achsaphs Mörderhöhlen
Kommt—Wohin?—nach Golgatha!
Eilet auf des Glaubens Flügel,
Fliegt—Wohin?—zum Schädelhügel
Eure Wohlfahrt blühet da!
Hurry, you besieged souls,
leave Achshaph’s dens of murder
come—where?—to Golgotha!
Hurry towards faith’s wings;
fly—where?—to the skulls’ hilltop
your welfare blossoms there!
The text points toward Jews who should leave their murderous and flawed life to convert
to Christianity to experience forgiveness. Marissen instead points out that the librettist
changes the text, directing many of the possessives toward Bach’s contemporary
audience and removing language referring to murder and Achshaph, a Jewish city
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conquered by Joshua. Instead Bach focuses on the contemporary sinner and their route to
forgiveness.61 Marissen claims “Bach’s [Johannes-Passion] proclaims next to no interest
in the historical question ‘who killed Jesus?’, whether it was Jews, Romans, or Jews and
Romans together.”62
Marissen’s absolution aligns with an anti-Semitic study of the Johannes-Passion
using the methodology presented here. The references to Jews are evenly balanced
between the three sections (1) The Way to the Cross, (2) The Carrying of the Cross, and
(3) The Death Upon the Cross. The Way to the Cross includes the disciples and
Pharisees. The Carrying of the Cross includes the mixed-race crowd, and The Death
Upon the Cross includes Jesus’ burial carried out by Jews. The affekt of the scene is not
based on religious affiliation. The first scene with the Disciples is set in flats. The scene
with the supposed villains, the interrogation with the High Priest, is set in sharps. The
turbae choruses, all negative in nature, are not classified either sharp or flat in the main.
The Jews are largely absent in the final crucifixion scenes excepting the burial. There is
simply no correlation between Jews and negative or positive sentiment in the
Johannes-Passion.
The Matthäus-Passion presents more anti-Semitic problems. Marissen in Bach
and God gives special attention to the meaning and use of all the different historical
words to describe a crowd, both in the Greek and in German. Marissen concludes neither
Luther translation nor Matthew’s original words give definite meaning to group
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composition throughout the Passion.63 Marissen suggests Bach’s setting is a
“redemption” message rather than seeing Bach as complicit to Luther’s problematic
libretto.64 The analysis using tonal allegory confirms anti-Semitic issues presented by
Luther’s libretto.
The symmetric design of the Matthäus-Passion points to Jesus’ trial in front of
the high priests as the center of the work—not his trial in front of the crowds and Pilate.
The Herstück begins with the No. 32 Chorale, “Mir hat die Welt trüglich gericht/The
world has judged me deceitfully.” The chorale’s sentiment is concentrated on the false
witnesses brought forward by the high priests to convict Jesus. The Herzstück continues
with the two false witnesses’ arioso that Jesus will destroy and rebuild the temple in three
days, leading to Jesus’ blasphemy conviction—not even a historical violation of Jewish
law. The alleged remark for blasphemy ends up as the central moment of the entire work
as the center of three movements in sharps. Bach, as he has done with transitionary
recitatives and rogue accidentals, uses structure and accidentals to highlight pivotal
moments, and he highlights Jesus’ wrongful conviction.
The trial of Jesus in front of the Jews is given more weight than the turbae scenes
or Jesus’ scenes with Pilate. The anti-Semitic rhetoric in the Matthäus-Passion is based
on blaming the High Priests for the actions leading to Jesus’ death rather than the crowds
or the Romans and, by extension, the Jews that put the high priests in a position of
authority.
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If Jesus had not been captured by the Jews, He would not have been put to death.
This begins with the Evangelist’s narration that the High Priests were plotting on how to
seize and kill Jesus. Then, the High Priest convicts Jesus on Luther’s fabricated Jewish
law, to which the chorus responds, “He is worthy of death!” the first time a chorus has
demanded Jesus’ death. The placement of this chorus closing the inner sharp section of
the Herzstück is the first mention of Jesus’ impending crucifixion. Defending Bach, the
final movement of the Herzstück is a chorale, “Wer hat dich so geschlagen/Who has
struck you thus my savior?” This chorale reinterprets the preceding section not as a
Jewish indictment, but instead a corporal indictment in the chorale B section. It is unclear
whether such a reinterpretation would be adequate given the suggestions Bach has made
in the center section to this point. Rather than reinterpreting the previous section, it
cautions the modern believer not to be like the Jews.
Performance Practice
Both a discussion of the meaning of flats and sharps and a subsequent discussion
on anti-Semitism leads to a practical discussion on interpretation. The other outstanding
question is, regardless of their usage of tonal allegory, whether recordings are symbiotic
with an interpretation created by using tonal allegory.
The Johannes-Passion recording by Karl Richter and Münchener Bach-Orchester
in 1970 with Peter Schreier as the Evangelist best represents a pleasant, dramatic
performance that does not align with the principles of tonal allegory.65 Peter Schreier
varies tempo frequently, from moments that intentionally lose their momentum to others
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in which whole recitatives skid along abruptly into the next conducted orchestral number.
The performance has a beauty that native German speakers such as Schreier effortlessly
deliver the text even though the rhythm is completely square. Notice particularly how
Schreier uses timbre and resonance to likely unintentionally highlight rogue accidentals,
blissfully unaware of theological implications. The last two recitatives have rogue
accidentals placed at regular intervals and demonstrate Schreier’s style clearly. The
sharps ring brighter and cleaner in his voice, whereas flats issue a subdued, reverent
sound. Although the choices could have been intentionally made, it is a product of the
writing of the recitative. In the recitative No. 38, Schreier at at m. 18 accentuates the
difference between the Evangelist’s E¯ and the cello’s continuo F˜, and the brightened
resolution and surprisingly bright agreement in timbre on “gekreuziget.” These are two
examples among many throughout the score. A tonal allegory reading would suggest
slower singing on the rogue accidental itself, notably absent from this performance.
Helmuth Rilling’s guide on the Matthäus-Passion, gives conducting suggestions
for each movement of the work. One view of his that supports the theory of tonal allegory
is that he is wholly opposed to any sort of musical cuts in the work, thereby preserving
the symmetrical structures.66 Rilling also suggests pauses between movements to mirror
the sentiment of the work rather than technical needs such as the movement of soloists or
the standing of the choir.67 In the directions on the individual movements themselves,
Rilling includes for No. 4e/8 (this book uses the old BWV movement numbers and so this
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paper presents Nos. as NBA/BWV when talking about Rilling’s book) the technical
aspects of conducting the movement but not the sentiment as done in Nos. 5/9 and 6/10.
This is a lost opportunity for him to give advice on his take for an important structural
transition from flats to sharps when Jesus begins his gospel prediction. Considering
No. 9c/15 as another structural point of transition between sharps and flats, Rilling
suggests in this recitative that the “cadence at m. [24/]10 not delayed, though a clear
structural caesura for the singer before “und am Abend” and for the continuo between
beats 3 and 4.68 This is an example of the switch of narrative function accompanied by a
switch of allegorical tonal area, and specifically pointed out by Rilling. In Rilling’s
interpretation there will be moments that are better explained using tonal allegory, but
also alignment between his interpretation and tonal allegory.
In the art of preparing to perform the Passions, particularly as the Evangelist or
the conductor, special care should be taken in the delivery of the biblical text. Many
Evangelist interpretations work too hard at connecting the recitative with the forthcoming
number, regardless of the sentiment of the recitative. Just because the cadence is
dovetailed does not mean that the relation of quarter notes, for example, should be equal
over the bar line. There should be a different conversion from recitative to conducted
number other than one-to-one that is based on the meaning of the reciative.
Tonal allegory aids in interpreting the transition points. As the narrative focus
shifts, the interpretive choices of the Evangelist follow. How the Evangelist introduces
the characters during the trial scenes in both works should differ in heaviness, darkness,
and solemnity from the narration early in the work, or after Jesus’ death.
68

Rilling, Johann Sebastian Bach St. Matthew Passion: Introduction and
Intructions for Study, 26.
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Regarding the rogue accidentals, particularly the roles of the Evangelist and Jesus
should understand that Bach is not placing the accidentals for the benefit of sonic interest,
but to highlight the text. Slowing the consonant delivery or the amount of legato used
cues the listener to how Bach accented the text in the theory of tonal allegory. The theory
proves that Bach did not intend the characters to be “acted” in an obvious way facially or
even using staging, but that the voice itself carries the musical interest, the inflection of
the words, and the theological message. Giving in to the dramatic throes of the
performance interpretively drives audiences away from the original intent.
Conclusion: Further Research
Because of the relative difficulty of analyzing an unstable form, recitative is
neglected by many scholars when considering Bach’s two passions and his vocal works
in general. Yet, Bach’s theological thoughts are heavily marked throughout the
recitatives. No one recitative is exempt—even recitatives of only five measures contain
vital information about narrative focus and theological meaning from Bach’s point of
view. Analyzing recitative can be expanded to suggest meaning for many works and there
are at least three ways the work on tonal allegory can be expanded to address (1) the idea
of tonal allegory as a theory in Bach’s own time in both the contemporary theorists and
other Bach works—specifically the cantatas, (2) the specific issues of rogue accidentals
in Messianic prophesies, and (3) considering the origins of tonal allegory.
Regarding the theory of tonal allegory in general, considerations should be made
regarding contemporary theorists who influenced Bach and what role they might play in
the development of the theory of tonal allegory. ric Chafe makes headway in involving
Bach’s contemporary thinkers in his interpretation of the Johannes-Passion. Yet when
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considering the implications of contemporary theory, there seems to be no significant link
between Francke and Bach, and Heinichen and Bach. This does not exclude the
possibility that there exists other influencers of Bach’s style, and based on Christoph
Wolff’s assertion that Bach’s library was expansive, in fact one of the most extensive of
his time, Bach likely had many influencers, making the work of determining influencers
impossible, notwithstanding the degree of influence exerted.
Tracing tonal allegory throughout the recitatives in cantata repertoire would give
credence not only to a technique that developed over Bach’s lifetime, but possibly
answering more detailed questions about the speed at which Bach was able to compose
pleasant-sounding, complex scores settling the debate between Alfred Dürr and Eric
Chafe. Furthermore, deeper study into recitative yields a greater understanding of Bach’s
religiosity without considering obvious textual choices such as chorale and aria texts that
Bach himself only had a degree of control over.
In Bach’s passions in particular, more work should be done on how the Messianic
prophesies are connected to the inclusion of rogue accidentals. The appearance of rogue
accidentals is one of the most problematic aspects of expanding Chafe’s theories of tonal
allegory in the recitatives. The Messianic prophesies began to appear as a marker of
rogue accidentals in the Matthäus-Passion in particular. Because Matthew was writing
with a Jewish audience in mind, the recalling of the Jewish prophesies was a high
priority. For people who were not there when Jesus performed the miracles, Matthew’s
gospel is the report of record regarding how Jesus measured up as a Messiah. Resolving
this issue in the methodology used in this paper is an important step.
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Finally, there should be an exploration of the vocal music of the late seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries to find the best-known originator of tonal allegory. Bach
may have been the first to attempt it, but local famous composers such as Johann Kuhnau
(1660–1722), Reinhard Keiser (1674–1739), Georg Philipp Telemann (1681–1767), Carl
Heinrich Graun (1704–1759), and Johann Christoph Altnickol (1720–1759) and their
teachers would be first to check because Bach also conducted a pastiche of their passions
while in Leipzig and so could have been influenced by their compositions.
Although often ignored in scholarship, this paper has shown that recitative should
be the first analytical step in understanding the compositional process, not the last.
Recitative can be the key to understanding an entire work fully. Continued research on
this topic and the development of the methodology used in this paper may offer more
insights in the development of Bach’s musical language and those of later composers of
passions.
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Appendix A: Bach’s Time and Care in Composing
Comparatively, Bach’s first few years in Leipzig were hectic. On one hand, Bach
exhibits ingenuity in the complexity and length of fugal writing in his vocal works. In
contrast, he frequently adapted existing movements for use in new compositions. This
recycling, however, expresses his preference for quality existing material over hurried
new creations. It is out of the ordinary that Bach churned out, a reported five passions of
almost three hours in length without a unique structure.69
Bach in his time was known for using established compositional techniques and
taking them to a new level of complexity. This stemmed from owning a massive library
of scores, including compositions from his relatives and books from France, Italy, and
other European countries, a luxury in the era.70 For example, Bach brought fugue to great
complexity. Particularly in vocal music, the choruses in the cantatas feature different
styles of fugue, such as permutation (three motives are presented in different orders in
each voice part) and traditional multi-part fugues (containing at least one theme and
answers). In many of his fugues, Bach sets multiple subjects with a particular quadruple
fugue presenting four subjects in the same expository section and fragmented in the
episodes. His exploration into fugue mirrors his work with tonal allegory: the JohannesPassion is an exploration of this idea, and the Matthäus-Passion is the complication of
the idea.
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Bach’s obituary lists five passions, but scholars have not fully decided on the
“other two.” We are sure Bach wrote at least 3 while in Leipzig, the fully extant Matthew
and John setting in addition to the Mark setting in which a libretto has survived.
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Wolff, The Learned Musician, 331–335.
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Bach’s care in his compositions is shown by his willingness to borrow from
himself and others. In the Weihnachts-Oratorium, BWV 248, he takes choruses from
other vocal works and resets the vocal text. When running short on time or brainstorming
how to set a libretto, instead of composing new material, he rather draws from existing
material. In the passions, this practice is no different. Figure 28 shows Normal Carrell’s
compilation of how Bach borrowed from himself in the passions.71 It includes what is
known about Markus-Passion, which was likely a pastiche constructed from other cantata
movements.
Figure 28: Bach’s Imported Movements into Passions. The bolded row is a borrowing
from one passion to another.72
# Borrowed From
15 BWV 23/4

Going to:
BWV 245/52

35 BWV 54/1

BWV 247/53

78 BWV 127/4
Recit & Aria

BWV 244/33

138
140
141
142
143

BWV 198/1
BWV 198/3
BWV 198/5
BWV 198/8
BWV 198/10

BWV 247/1
BWV 247/49
BWV 247/27
BWV 247/59
BWV 247/132

Comments
BWV 23 dated 1723, performed 1724.
Whittaker thinks that John was hastily
composed and this was added in haste
because the sentiment works.
Schmeider suggests that this aria
‘probably’ came from Mark. Dürr dates
BWV 54 to Weimar.
Dürr supposes the Matthew Chorus
provided the inspiration for the 6/8 of the
bass aria. But the dates are backward by
Dürr’s own redating. The bass lines are
mostly identical.
Borrowed from secular cantata.
Borrowed arias do not change voice part
in their new position in Mark. Picander,
by Spitta, composed the text to be adapted
to the music.
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Norman Carrell, Bach the Borrower (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd,
1967), 90–186.
72

The expanded table in Appendix A is a condensed reproduction from Carrell,
including only the borrowings relevant to the passions and also with the commentary
provided by the author.
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202 BWV 245/10

BWV 244/35

203 BWV 245a
Sop/Bass aria,
Choral “Himmel
Reiße”
204 BWV 245b
“Zerschmettert
mich, ihr Felsen
und ihr Hügel”
205 BWV 245c “Ach
windet euch
nicht

BWV 247

Schmeider dates John to 1722/3. Spitta
says 1724 started in Cöthen. Dürr 1724.
This chorus not used in 1727 or 36.
9 items transferred from Matthew to
memorial for Pr. Leopold. Another 11
came from John.

1723 John
Passion

Replaced by ‘Ach mein Sinn.’

No. 31/32 in
John

Replaced by ‘Betrachte’ by bass, and
‘Erwäge’ by tenor.

Given that the only borrowing into the Johannes-Passion was the chorus from Cantata
No. 23, Bach did not rush the rushed composition. Furthermore, there were no noted
borrowings of recitative in Carrell’s work.
Bach not necessarily had copious amounts of time, so there are two eventualities.
The banning of cantatas to be performed in church during Lent and Advent allowed time
for Bach to put together a two-and-a-half-hour work, the relative equivalent of five
cantatas.73 Performance lulls during the mourning periods that followed the deaths of
sovereigns gave time for Bach to get ahead on compositional projects, including the
Passions. 74 Bach also may not have been busy as some scholars assume. Bach may have
left a degree of the compositional process to copyists because the manuscripts are not
fully in Bach’s hand.75 One example would be the production of vocal and instrumental
parts for the cantatas. Given that Bach did not teach his Latin courses at the St. Thomas
73

Wolff, “Johann Sebastian Bach,” Grove Music Online.

74

Wolff, “Johann Sebastian Bach,” Grove Music Online.

75

Dürr, Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. John Passion: Genesis, Transmission, and
Meaning, 14–30.
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School, Bach may have delegated a portion of the rehearsal process to assistants, leading
rehearsals as performances approached. Thus, regardless if Bach was “busy,” he may
have had many options for delegating his work.
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Appendix B: Johannes-Passion Specific Tonal Regions.

No

Type

Area Meas.

1
2a
2b
2c
2d
2e
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12a
12b
12c
13
14
15
16a
16b
16c
16d
16e
17
18a
18b
18c
19
20
21a
21b
21c
21d
21e
21f
21g
22
23a
23b
23c
23d

¯
Chorus
¯
Recit
¯
Chorus
¯
Recit
¯
Chorus
¯
Recit
¯
Chorale
¯
Recit
¯
Chorale
¯
Recit
¯
Aria
¯
Recit
¯
Aria
¯
to
˜ m. 6
Recit
˜
Chorale
˜
Recit
˜
Chorus
˜
Recit
˜
Aria
˜
Chorale
˜
Chorale
˜
Recit
˜
Chorus
˜
Recit
˜
Chorus
˜
Recit
˜
Chorale
˜
Recit
˜
Chorus
˜ to ¯ m. 26–29
Recit
¯
Arioso
¯
Aria
¯
Recit
¯
Chorus
¯
Recit
¯
Chorus
¯
Recit
¯
Chorus
¯ to ˜ m. 92
Recit
˜
Chorale
˜
Recit
˜
Chorus
˜
Recit
˜
Chorus

No

Type

23d
23e
23f
23g
24
25a
25b
25c
26
27a
27b
27c
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

˜
Chorus
˜
Recit
˜
Chorus
˜ to ¯ m. 86
Recit
¯
Aria
¯
Recit
¯
Chorus
¯
Recit
¯
Chorale
¯ to ˜ m. 7
Recit
˜
Chorus
˜
Recit
˜
Chorale
˜
Recit
˜
Aria
˜
Recit
˜
Aria
˜
Recit
Arioso ˜ to ¯
¯
Aria
¯
Recit
¯
Chorale
¯
Recit
¯
Chorus
¯
Chorale
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Area Meas.

Appendix C: Johannes-Passion, BWV 245, Rogue Accidentals with Explanation. C-R stands for “Cross-Referenced,” T stands for
“Theological”
#

Type

No.

Chafe

C-R

2a

2
3

1

Blake

Chord

Meas

flat

D›„ to flÊ

10

2a

flat

B¯flÂ to Dfl

2c

flat

Amfl to D to Gm

4

C-R

4

flat

C to D›„ to flÊ

5

C-R

4

flat

viiº flÊ / A to A to Dm

6

C-R

4

flat

D to Gm to viiº flÊ /Dm to
Dmfl to Gmfl

4

flat

V/Dm

7

16-17
23
6-8

8-10
13-15

15

8

C-R

6

flat

viiº ‡ /G to G to C

9

C-R

6

flat

C to viiº ‡ to V to Dm

6

flat

A‡ to Dm

11

10

mod

Dfl to Gm

1-2

10
11

C-R

Sharp

6-7
8-10

76

Text
und der Hohenpriester und
Pharisäher Diener
J: Wen suchet ihr?

Analyze
/Ignore
Analyze
Ignore

Comments
Interrogation by High
Priest in sharps
V/gm preparation for
chorus
Fleeting chord for
cadence
Evokes Peter’s
disobedience and denial
(part of Interrogation)

J: Ich bin’s

Ignore

Da hatte Simon Petrus ein
Schwert und zog es aus und
schlug nach des Hohenpriesters
Knecht
und hieb ihm sein recht Ohr ab;
und der Knecht heiß Malchus.

Analyze

Soll ich den Kelch nicht trinken,
den mir mein Vater gegeben hat,
den Kelch, den mir mein Vater
gegeben hat?
[cadence]

Analyze

der war Kaiphas Schwäher,
welcher des Jahres Hoherprieser
war.
Es war aber Kaiphas, der den
Juden riet, es wäre gut, daß ein
Mensch…
[cadence]

Analyze

Interrogation by High
Priest in sharps

Analyze

Interrogation by High
Priest in sharps

Ignore

Prepares aria

Derselbige Jünger war dem
Hohenpriester bekannt

Analyze

Interrogation by High
Priest in sharps

Analyze

Ignore

Evokes Peter’s
disobedience and denial
(part of Interrogation)
Evokes Jesus’ cry of
thirst and being offered
wine (sharps) death as
repayment
Prepares chorale

#

Type

No.

Chafe

Blake

Chord

Meas

12

10

mod

Mod

DflÊ to Gm to AflÊ to D›„

13

10

mod

Flat

Am to CflÊ to F

5-8

30

Text
Da ging der andere Jünger der
dem Hohenpriester bekannt war,
hinaus und…

Analyze
/Ignore
Analyze

da alle Juden zusammenkommen,
und habe nichts im Verborgnen
geredt.
Da führeten sie Jesum von Kaipha
vor das Richthaus

Analyze

14

T

16a

natural

Sharp

Vfl to viiº ‡ to Dm

15

T

16c

natural

Mod/
Sharp

Gfl to Efl to Am

39-41

So nehmet ihn ihr hin und richtet
ihn nach eurem Gesetze!

Analyze

16

T

16e

natural

Sharp

Dm›„ to [dim] to FmflÊ to
viiº ›„ to VflÂ } fi‰ to C

61-63

welches Todes ersterben würde.

Analyze

17

C-R

16e

natural

Sharp

C to CflÊ

63

Da ging Pilatus wieder hinein

Analyze

18

T

16e

natural

Sharp

viiº fl }›„ to VflÂ } fi‰

65

und sprach zu ihm:

Analyze

19

T

16e

natural

Sharp

V to viiº ‡ to Dm

78

daß ich den Jüden nicht
überanwortet würde

Analyze

20

T

18a

mod

Sharp

C6 to viiº flÊ to VflÂ } fi‰ to
i to Gmfl to VflÂ } fi‰ to
Dm

17-19

daß ich euch der Jüden König
losgebe? Da schrieen sie wieder
allesamt und sprachen:

Analyze

18c

mod

Mod

The whole recitative is
conflicted back and
forth.

24-29

Barrabas aber war ein Mörder. Da
nahm Pilatus Jesum und geißelte
ihn.

Ignore

21

1-3

to D

77

Analyze

Comments
Moment of modulation
when the narrative focus
enters the High Priest's
residence
The Jews go to the
temple for connection to
God: implies sharps
They lead Jesus toward
Pilate (flats); Kaiphas
has turned the trial into a
Political one (earthly)
Pilate asks for Jesus to
be judged according to
Jewish Law
(Heavenly/sharp)
“Sterben” unites
heavenly and earthly
matters (thus conflict
between flat/sharp)
Pilate goes in to make
judgement (evokes
upcoming public trial)
His upcoming question
combines heaven and
earth
Pilate notes that earthly
powers come below
heavenly (thus flat)
Jew King mixes heaven
and earth (sharp/flat)
They (earthly people)
shouted

#
22

Type

No.

Chafe

C-R

21a

flat

V to Gm

21c

flat

V‡ /Cm to Cm to V‡ /Gm
to Gm to I 6/5 to v to A

16-19

23

Blake

Chord

Meas
1-3

24

T

21c

flat

V fi‰ }flÊ to viiº ‡ to i to VflÊ
to Dm

19-23

25

C-R

21c

flat

Dm to viiº flÊ /B¯ to Gm

23-25

21c

flat

(viiº‡ to VflÊ )/Gm

26

Ignore

Pilatus sprach zu ihnen: Nehmet
ihr ihn hin und kreizuget ihn;
denn ich finde keine Schuld an
ihm!
Da Pilatus das Wort hörete,
fürchtet’ er sich noch mehr und
ging wieder hinein in das
Richthaus
und spricht zu Jesu: Von wannen
bist du?

Analyze

mod

Sharp
(mod)

viiº ›‰ to VflÂ } fi‰ to Dm to
Efl

92

23g

mod

Sharp
(mod)

79-81

Da überantwortete er ihn, daß er
gekreuziget würde.

Analyze

23g

mod

Flat
(mod)

Bm to Gmfl to [dim] to
Cm to viiº ›‰ to VflÂ } fi‰ to
Dm
Dm to viiº ‡ /Dm to Gm
to Cm to A¯ to viiº flÊ /Gm

85-87

die da heißet Schädelstätt, welche
heißet auf Ebräisch: Golgatha.

Analyze

27a

mod

flat

Fm to viiº flÊ to g

Die Kriegsknechte aber, da sie
Jesum gekreuziget hatten,

Analyze

C-R

21g

mod

21g

C-R

[cadence]

89-92

28

32

Analyze

Afl to D›„ to viiº ‡ /Gm to
Gm to B¯›„ to viiº ›‰ /Dm

flat

31

Analyze

Flat
(mod)

21e

C-R

Ignore
both

52-56

C-R
/T

30

Und die Kriegsknechte flochten
eine Krone von Dornen und stzten
sie auf sein Haupt
Und gaben ihm Bakkenstreiche.
Da ging Pilatus wieder heraus und
sprach zu ihnen
Sehet, ich führe ihn heraus zu
euch, daß ihr erkennet, daß ich
keine Schuld an ihm finde.
Also ging Jesus heraus und trug
eine Dornenkrone und
Purpurkleid.

Analyze
/Ignore
Analyze

Gm: V›„ to ifl to V›‰ to i to
Vfl to EflÂ } ‰fi to Am

27

29

28

Text

1-3

78

Analyze

Analyze

Comments
Crown of thorns related
to trial with Pilate
(sharps)
Both simply confirm
raised leading tones to a
tonic (G)
Pilate confirms Jesus’
innocence (heavenly)
The Crown of Thorns
mimics the blood (flat)
and the coat in sharps is
27a
Sets up Chorus
Crucifixion is in sharps;
Pilate again confirms
Jesus' innocence
(heavenly sharps)
The word Pilate heard
evokes Crucifixion
(sharps)
Moment of switch from
flat to sharp because the
Crucifixion will occur
Foreshadowing the
crucifixion itself
(sharps)
The moment of switch is
when the place of
Crucifixion is
mentioned
Crucifixion is in sharps

#

Type

No.

Chafe

Blake

Chord

Meas

33

T

27a

mod

flat

iv to iifl to V›„ to i to I›„ to
ivfl to V‡ to Dm

3-6

34

C-R

36

flat

10-11

35

T

36

flat

Vfl /Cm to Cm to v›„ to
Gm
V›„ /Dm to Dmfl to G›„ to
viiº ‡ to Gm

36

C-R

38

flat

[dim] to Dfl to Gm to iiº fl
to V›„ }flÊ to Dm

10-13

37

C-R

38

flat

F to viiº ‡ to V›„ to ifl
(Gm)

17-19

15-19

79

Text
nahmen seine Kleider und
machten vier Teile, einem
jeglichen Kriegesknechte sein
Teil, dazu auch den Rock.
und dem andern, der mit ihm
gekreuziget war.
sondern der Kriegsknechte einer
eröffnete seine Seite mit einem
Speer, und alsobald ging Blut und
Wasser heraus.
der vormals bei der Nacht zu Jesu
kommen war, und brachte
Myrrhen und Aloen untereinander
bei hundert Pfunden.
Es war aber an der Stätte, da er
gekreuziget ward, ein Garte

Analyze
/Ignore
Analyze

Analyze

Comments
Clothes are the heavenly
garments, Chafe,
Johannine Theology,
279–292
Crucifixion is in sharps

Analyze

Jesus' last miracle
(heaven--sharps)

Analyze

Probably referencing
BWV 65, the Epiphany
Cantata

Analyze

Crucifixion is in sharps

Appendix D: Detailed Number-by-Number Tonal Areas of Matthäus-Passion.
No
1
2
3
4a
4b
4c
4d
4e
5
6
7
8
9a
9b
9c
9d
9e
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Type
Chorus
Recit
Chorale
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Aria
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Recit
Chorus
Chorale
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Chorale
Recit
Chorale
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Chorale
Recit

Area
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜ to ¯
¯ to ˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜

meas

m.44

˜ to ¯
¯
¯
¯

m.24

¯ to ˜
˜
˜
˜
˜

m.26

˜ to ¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯ to ˜
˜
˜

m. 7

No.
27a
27b
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36a
36b
36c
36d
37
38a
38b
38c
39
40
41a
41b
41c
42
43
44
45a
45b
46
47
48
49
50a
50b

Type
Aria
Chorus
Recit
Chorale
Aria
Aria
Chorale
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Chorus
Chorale
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Aria
Chorale
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Aria
Recit
Chorale
Recit
Chorus
Chorale
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Chorus

Area
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜

meas

˜ to ¯
¯
¯

m. 11

¯ to ˜
˜
˜
˜
˜ to ¯
¯
¯
¯ to ˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜

80

m. 9

No.
50c
50d
50e
51
52
53a
53b
53c
54
55
56
57
58a
58b
58c
58d
58e
59
60
61a
61b
61c
61d
61e
62
63a
63b
63c
64
65
66a
66b
66c
67
68

Type
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Chorale
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Chorale
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Acc
Aria
Recit
Chorus
Recit
Acc
Chorus

Area
˜
˜
˜

meas

˜ to ¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯ to ˜
˜
˜
˜

m. 7

˜ to ¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

m. 65

¯ to ˜
˜
˜ to ¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

m. 25

Appendix E: Matthäus-Passion Explanation of Accidentals for Recitatives. ‘A’ for Analyze, and ‘I’ for Ignore.
#

Type
1

T

No.

Meas

4c

15–20

Blake

Chord

Text

A/I

˜

Gm: v to Ffl }‡ to Vfl
to i

Da nun Jesus war zu Bethanien, im Hause
Simonis des Aussätzigen, trat zu ihm ein Weib,
die hatte ein Glas mit köstlichem Wasser und
goß es auf sein Haupt
Sie hat ein gut Werk an mir getan.

2

T

4e

37–38

¯

Gm: Vfl }fi‰ to i

3
4

M
T

4e
4e

41
43

¯
¯

5

M

4e

44–46

¯ to ˜

6

M

9c

24

˜ to ¯

Gm: v to i
Dm: vfl to i to viiº ›‰ to i
to V‡ to i
naturals until m. 46
with E‡ to a
Gm: IV›„ to viiº flÊ to i

7

T

9c

29

¯

C: Vfl /V to V‡Â }‡‰ to I

8

T

11

15

¯

many passing tones in
Gm

Du sagests.

9

M

11

24

¯ to ˜

C to G to A to Dm

10

M

16

9–10

˜ to ¯

B to Em to G to Cm to
Fm

Trinket alle daraus; das ist mein Blut des neuen
Testaments
Petrus sprach zu ihm: Und wenn ich mit dir
sterben müßte, so will ich dich nicht
verleugnen.

[no text]
daß man mich begraben wird.

A
A
I
A

Wahrlich, ich sage euch: Wo dies Evangelium
geprediget wird in der ganzen Welt
und am Abend satzte er sich zu Tische mit den
Zwölfen
Einer unter euch wird mich verraten.

A
A
A

T

16

13–14

¯

Gm: iv to viiº flÊ to VflÂ
}fi‰ to i

Desgleichen sagten auch alle Jünger

12

T

21

5–7

¯

Gm: viiº fl to i to iv to
V to i

doch nicht wie ich will, sondern wie du willt.

Kreuz
The spread of the Gospel is related to
forgiveness of sin (sharps)
Jesus immediately after predicts his
betrayal (flats)
Betrayal shows need for redemption...
Also prophesied (sharps)

A

A

As Peter tells an untruth (bad prediction)
we move to flats (shortcomings of Man)

A
A

81

The woman who comes to Jesus is a
sinner, therefore flats
The woman, as a sinner, has done a good
thing, therefore flats/sharps
prepares Gm

Judas leads Jesus to crucifixion; the
betrayal is the first stop along that road
(sharps/flats coexist)
The blood is the forgiveness, therefore
the sweet sorrow (sharps)

A

11

Comments

Some are lying, others telling the truth.
None fought for Jesus' innocence during
the trial
God in Heaven wills the Cross
(sharps/flats)

13

T

24

5–7

¯

Am: G›„ to V to viiº ‡ to
V‡ to i
Gm: V›‰ /IV to IV to
V‡ /F to Ffl to V to i

Wachet und betet, daß ihr nicht in Anfechtung
fallet!
Der Geist ist willig, aber das Fleisch ist
schwach.
Die Hohenpriester aber und Ältesten und der
ganze Rat suchten falsche Zeugnis wider Jesum

¯
¯

Gm: iv to V‡ to i
Dm: viiº fl to VflÊ to i to
v›‰ to i

auf daß sie ihn töteten
Zu letzt traten herzu zween falsche Zeugen und
sprachen

¯
˜ to ¯

Gm: V to i to iv to
V›‰ to i
C: V/iv to iv to viiº ›„ to
V‡ to I as IV to Gm: V›„
to i}fl to V to i

das diese wider dich zeugen? Aber Jesus
schwieg stille.
Da speieten sie aus in sein Angesicht und
schleugen ihn mit Fäusten. Etliche aber
schlugen ihn ins Angesicht und sprachen

¯

Dm: V to i

Petrus aber saß draußen im Palast

¯ to ˜

Am: IIIfl to VflÊ to viiº to
i
Dm: Cfl to viiº to i to iv
to V‡ to i

Asl er aber zur Tür hinausging, sahe ihn eine
andere und sprach zu denen, die da waren
Daher ist derselbige Akker genennet der
Blutakker bis auf den heutigen Tag.

Gm: V/F to Ffl to VflÊ to
i to V to i

Habe du nichts zu schaffen mit diesem
Gerechten; ich habe heute viel erlitten im
Traum von seinetwegen!

no chord

und die Ältesten

14

M

24

7–9

¯ to ˜

15

M

31

11

˜ to ¯

16
17

T
T

31
33

15
3–5

18

T

33

16–18

19

M

36c

20

T

38a

1

21

M

38a

9–10

22

T

43

5–7

˜

23

T

43

9–24

˜

24

T

45a

18–21

˜

Gm: V}‡ to i

A

Stake awake (they won't =flats); fall into
temptation (sharps sinking to flats)
Focus here on the Spirit, which is a sign
of salvation

A
A

As the High Priests are shown to be
crooked, flats appear even with rogue
sharps to show that this was “how it had
to be”
Kreuz

A

A

25

T

45a

23

˜

A

A

Irony brings sharps (Christ is actually
Christ and the Prophet) coupled with an
undue beating (flats)
Possibly Bach is saying Peter was not
fortunately part of the turbae
Jesus prediction is coming true. Thus,
we move to sharps
Blood field references redemption by
blood (weak Kreuz)

A

Complicated moment; see main body

A

Basically protesting Jesus' innocence but
also condemning him as a “magician” or
the like at the very end "on his acct.”
The elders are convincing the Jews to
condemn Jesus (flats)

A
A
A

A

82

They are actually telling the truth. Jesus
tears the temple veil from top to bottom
and there's an earthquake (Sharps)
He remains silent akin to “God's Will be
done”

26

T

53a

8–11

27

T

53c

15–17

28

T

55

29

T

58a

3–6

30

M

58a

31

M

32

¯
¯

Dm: iv/iv to V›„ /iv to
iv to i
Dm: VflÊ to V›„ /iv to ivfl
to V‡ to i

und ein Rohr in seine rechte Hand und beugeten
die Knie vor ihm und spotteten ihn und
sprachen
Und speieten ihn an und nahmen das Rohr und
schlugen damit sein Haupt.

A

Isaiah 50:3–6 prophesy fulfilled. Jesus is
redeemer (sharps)
Isaiah 50:3–6 prophesy fulfilled. Jesus
is redeemer (sharps)
There are many rogue accidentals See
main body

A

Psalm 69:21 prophesy fulfilled.

A

We will be saved (sharps)
The downfall of Man is evident, even to
the end (cue flats, need for salvation)

A
A

¯
¯

D›„ to Gfl to C›„

7

¯ to ˜

58e

65

˜ to ¯

M

61e

25

¯ to ˜

Em: Dm to [dim] to VflÊ
to i
Cm: [dim] to ¯II to V›
}‹ to i
Dm to E›„ to Dmfl to E‡
to Am

33

M

63a

34

T

63c

25–29

¯

Gm: V to i to IV›„ to
[dim] to VflÂ } fi‰ to i

und hatten ihm gedienet, unter welchen war
Maria Magdalena, und Maria, die Mutter Jacobi
und Joses, und die Mutter der Kinder Zebedäi.

35

T

66a

2

¯

Gm to B¯flfl

36

T

66c

41

¯

Gm: V to i to V to i

Und Joseph nahm den Leib und wikkelte ihn in
ein rein Leinwand
Pilatus sprach zu ihnen: Da habt ihr die Hüter;
gehet hin und verwahrets, wie ihrs wisset!

gaben sie ihm Essig zu trinken mit Gallen
vermischet; und da ers schmekkete, wollte ers
nicht trinken.
Da sie ihn aber gekreuziget hatten, teilten sie
seine Kleider
Desgleichen schmäheten ihn auch die Mörder
die mit ihm gekreuziget waren.
Aber Jesus schriee abermal laut, und verschied.

A
A

A

The forgiveness is complete
Complicated transition; see main body
for details
The immediate mourning of the
crucifixion and the understanding of
Jesus’forgiveness is recognized with
sharps.
Clean and white meaning faultless
(sharps)

A

Beginning a references to the
Resurrection: Why is Pilate having the
tomb guarded for a dead man?

˜ to ¯
A

A

83

